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Four UCF.
students
drafted, 3
·more signed
as free agents. ·

..

-
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Take a bite
out of the ·_
job market.
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· -SEE SPORTS, 14

Statewide
Job Fair
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THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968

UCF ~d ·usF finally

reach agreement on a two-game series
ASHLEY BURNS
. STAFF WRITER

..
BREIT HART I CFF .

~CF ~ays goodbye:o the thousands of Spring 2003 graduates at the ~ve, capacity-crowd graduatio.n commencement ceremonies held May 3rd and 4th at the UCF Arena.

Packed arena
ch~ers grads

Graduates covet high~pfofile •

speakers for coJ)llllencement

\

TAN NGUYEN
CONI'RIBuTING WRITER

New York Sen. Hillary Clint.on
gave a commenooment speech at
Yale University. Bill Cosby spoke at
the University of Pittsburgh.
Eastern Michigan University bad
former President Bill Clint.on.
•
UCF graduates gut William
Habermeyer Jr., Wade Horn. Julia
Johnson and Conrad Santiagu.
At UCF's five graduation
monies Friday and Saturday, parting words were delivered by a
group of names few graduates rooogniz.ed, and students were left
wondering why UCF didn't recruit
the same nationally re00gnized
names that other universities did
"I never heard of those names
before," said senior v.;tnes.sa Curtis,
22. "You would think because UCF
is one of the fastest-growinguniversities, we would be able t.o get better-lmown speakers."

4,240 walk away
with diplomas
TAN NGUYEN &
DAN JELLE DA NIEL
CONTRIBUTING WRfr::ERS.

oore-

PLEASE SEE

~
"Nixon
ON 9

The institution long
ridiculed, for class schedule conflicts and niclmamed "U Can't
· Finish" awarded students 4,240
degrees on . - Friday and
Saturday, including UCF's
1,000th d0ctorate.
The 109th commencement
ceremonies packed the UCF
Arena to the limit with.families,
friends and honored guests
Graduation tunes played in the
background as the black.-capand-gown-clad students filed
into the building. During the five

BRETI HART I CFF

H. William Habermeyer Jr., president and
CEO of Progress Energy Florida, speaks to
College of Arts and Sciences graduates.

ceremonies over two days, audiences gave graduates standing
ovations, . erupting numerous
)Vith
thunderous·
times
applause.
.President John Hitt began
the commencement by distinguishing UCF's top faculty leaders. He also paid tribute to
American armed force.s overseas, before introducing the .
.first commencement speaker,·
outgoing _ Provost · Gary
Whitehouse.
'.
In a speech to the graduates of the Co~egB of Arts and
. Sciensies, Whitehouse said
graduation is the beginning of .
the.next phase in life, a time of
_ change for students entering ·
the professional world or con. PLEASE SEE

The message boards ·across the
nation show it well The banter between
fans shows it better. The glue that binds
collegB football and the millions of fans
and students around the nation lies within the rivalries. Miami has Florida State.
Florida also has
Florida State. The
New rivalry
state that . - has
arguably the greatBegin.ning in
est and most ex:cit2005 UCF and
ing modern rivalUSF will 'face off
each season in
ries has finally
an ·alternating
added the newest
home, away
and most anticipatschedule.
ed. UCF has USF.
On -Friday,
UCF
Athletic
Steve
Director
Orsini came t.o an
agreement with
University of South
UCF
Florida Athletic
· Director Lee Roy
Selmon on a two-.
game series that ·
will ~ in 2005.
The Bulls, located
in Tampa, will welcome the Golden
USF
Knights
to
Raymond James
st.adiuni. on Sept. 17, 2005, and the Bulls
will travel to the Citrus Bowl on Sept. 16,
2006. After these grunes, the teams will
continue t.o fare off each season on an
alternating home field qasis.
''It's awesoµie. Sinoo I've aITived at
UCF, I was convinced by all the supporters, the students, and everyone associat-

Provost ON 3

PLEASi SEE

Fledgling ON 6

j

Life-threatening illness drives student into health-care_career
LISA MARIE HOTTLE
STAFF WRITER

Feeling slightly overweight
- and eager to tone up her body,
Carrie Fong did what most 20year-olds d9 to get in shape - join
a gym. She never felt like a triathlete, but after only five minutes of

INSIDE

cardio workout, Fong started seespots. Her llinbs went numb,
her lips turned blue and she
passed out:
Alarmed, Fong and her ·parents decided to·see a doctor. After
· -three m9nths ~d a battery of
tests, doctors -told them Fbng had
six to eight months left to live.
· ing

j.

Donuts do battle
Students taste-test Dunkin Donuts, Krispy Kreme,
7-Eleven and Publix offerings, then crown a champ.
-LIFESTYLES, 18

. I

I

I

·Graduate students interact with ·
elderly to study memory impairment.
. '
. -SEE NEWS, 5.
Nine years later, those doctors' predictions are a distant
memory for Fbng. And Fong, who
graduated with a nursing degree

from UCF iast week, is still ambitious even as she continues to survive a life-threatening. illness that
doctors haven't cured. ·
"It was very traumatic for my
mom and dad," she s·aid. "They
tried to shield me from it, but at
the time I wasn't comprehending
much because I was so sick."

Index:

UCF bowls over competition

UCF student bowlers best last year by placing
7th at the nationals· in Tulsa.
-NEWS, 8
J . Ji! 11

Fong's rar~ disorder, primary
pulmonary hypertension, a high
blood-pressure condition in the
lungs that affects about two out of
every 1 million people, still
remains a regular part of .this
'
recent graduate's life.
PLEASE SEE

Rare ON 4

UCF"FACT
UCF awarded its 1.000th
doctorate degree to educator
Robert Mull last week

www.UCFfature.com
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. 2003·New Beetle GL

Lease for $219 per month +
month~ tax for 48 months·

_
*leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes
1st pdymen~ 0 sec. deposit, tags, tit~e and license.
Jee sales perso~ for detatls.
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Higher eduCation,
around the.nation .
Illegal immigrants denied aid

·'

•

Gov. Mark R. Warner of Vrrginia
vetoed iegislation ·1ast week that would ·
have b.a rred public colleges and universities from charging-in-state tuition rates to
- illegal ,immigrants.
The veto .by the governor, a
Democrat,· was largely simbolic.
Lawmaker~ interpreting a-state law that
prohibi~s - illegal: immigrants from using·
taxpayer-supported services already had
· adViSed officials at the 41 public institu,, FROM PAGE 1
tions that such immigrants should not be
allowed to attend and, if they are, they
.shouid be paying out-of-state tuition . . ~tii:nnngWitl:l; their educations.
.
rates. - .
~.. ~ ' .. 'f : ~ ,. "The" future am't wfiltt it used. to be," ,
The legislation - which was pushed .. . .White~ouse said, q-qoting baseball pJayer and
by the· state's attorney general, Jerry W.
philosopher Yogi Berra.
Kilgore, a Republican - was meant. to...- - , . ··Despite what the future brings,
. clarify that the law appljes' tO~College an<J. ~ : ~whltehffiiSe:" nrgM~:the~ Warl.uates to keep
university tuition. _
: _ ;; . ,_.: ~ ·__
· _~- striving for~ excellence. He said excellence
Officials at 'Northe~n ·~ Virgini~ ·.,. . - ~·:,iljlplies leadership responsibilities and ~me
Community College had as~ed KUg6re:
_··.snould lead by example, be consistent, be pr&
last year to clar.ify the law. Although tbe ·-'·: ' -pared
change and have humility.
coIDIµunity college - with six campuses
"Fbcus on skills and activities that you
the state's la.rgest such institution - conhave special inclinations toward, because
they will be the ones that you can spend time
timies to enroll illegal immigrants, it now
· improving until you've reached the degree of
charges them out-of-state tuition, which is
excellence," he said. "I know you'll make UCF
often four times the rate paid by VIrginia
residents. ,
proud"
fu a statement, Warner lashed out at
· W:Illiani Habermeyer Jr. addressed the
Republican lawmakers who spo°'-8ored
second ceremony for the College of Arts and
the bill, saying that it would harm . the
Sciences later on Friday. Habe:n;neyer, presistate' s ability to attract new companies
dent and CEO of Progress Energy, said comand that it hurts people who in all likelimencement marks a significant milestone in
hood will rema.in in the area.
. the lives of the graduates. He quoted
Warner promised to. plirsue legisla~
- President Franklin D. Roosevelt's speech
when he said, "Be sincere, be brief and be tion in the General Assembly's next session that ~ould allow_illegal immigrants
seated," which drew laughter from the audi- ·
to pay in-state tuition rates if they satisfy
ence.
,.,
·
"tb.e following· four criteria: they or their
Life is uncertain, Habermeyer said,
BREIT HART( CFF
parents have paid state income taxes for
beCause the future has yet to be written. Each Many graduates decorate their caps to personalize them and to help them to stand out in a sea of black.
three years, they have lived in Virginia for
individual possesses the ability to demonfive years, they are in the process of
strate his or her skills, he said
duced at UCF are integral to sustaining and ethics and moraij.ty. "Don't forget, we are in
obtaining legal status, anp. they graduat''.Always do more than what is required," improving QJII' lives, he said
the people business," Santiago said He touted from a state high school.
Habermeyer said He said stu_dents need to
~n't be afraid to .take risks, Horn said.
ed community involvement and interacting
The governor had offered the stipuremain committed to excellence, apd have Einstefn oohsidered a life without risk - one with diverse populations as the key to suclations as an amendment to the bill, but
persistence and determination to do what filled with repetition, expecting the same cess.
·
that wasJlatly rejected last month by the
· they have-a passion for doing. "Life itself is a _ results - to be ~ty.
Finally, Santiago urged graduates not to
··General Assembly.
work in progress," he said
Be bold and proactive, he said. "Life is a abuse their power.
He also said to achieve goals, one must precious commodity," Horn said "May you ·
"Only your integrity, your moral honesty,
. My apologies
.
have ambition, determination and purstiit of strive to make the world a better place."
will lead you to make good decisions," he said.
The . president of the UDiversity of
excellence. Abraham Lincoln, he said, used
The College of Business Administration
. Julia Johnson concluded the ceremonies
Arizona ha8 issued ari apoJogy_to stuthe same traits to become the nation's 16th and the Rosen School of Hospitality with her speech to the College of Education
dents and faculty members over two incipresident. Habermeyer concluded by saying. Management were addressed by Conrad . graduates. Johnson advocates the use of techdents in which campus police officers
"Enjoy the moment. You deserve it."
Santiago, a member of the UCF Board of nology to further education through her seat
hand(luffed a black professor. • ~. · ·
Wade F. Horn spoke to graduates of. the Trustees and ·a local businessman. SantiagQ on the State Board of Education.
One of the professors has · filed a
College of Health and Public Affairs. Horn is a said he envisions the graduates as leaders of ·
She -said educators are the foundation
$250,000 wrongful-arrest claim against
nationally recogllized child .and'family adVo- iridustries, but he warned students not to for-· upon which our nation is puilt. "['Thachfugl is
the state and the campus police off'icercate and works as an assistant secretary ill - get abo~t their well-being in their pursuit of a noble calling,'" she told graduates.
involved. Peter Likins, the university's
the U.S. Department of Health and Human success.
Johnson~said a renewed commitment to
•
president, made the apology in an e-mail
"· Services.
Students ·n eed to find balance ~tween the education profession has blossomed "In
message to the faculty, staff and students,
In his speech, Horn said Americans live their profession and personal lives, he said · the co~- decades, ,you will see more and
but declined to make a personal fo~al
in a nation that is the greatest in the world, The graduates should try to have fun at every . more of our coriunitnient,"· she said ''The .
apology· to the professors until all legal
. but American society is far from perfect. The opportunity, he added.
hope for oill' future truly lies in you. I admire
issues have been resolved. ·
·
. ju~s, .lawyers, doctors and scientists proSantiago stressed the importance - ~f yori,. I salute you, I graduate you."
Irene d'Almeida,, an assistant profes,sor of French and French-African litera·...
ture, who was one of the professors handcuffed, called the apology "totally inade-. ·
· quate." ·
·
D'Almeida was in her office on Oct.
..
30 when a .campus police officer attemptOut of frustration, she said libraries went oompletely online sions oould result in a new, and at
LAURA STEVENS
ed to question her about a hit-and-rliii
SfAFFWRITER
least parlially digital, ooncept of a
.
she turns to the ·Internet these too."
accident. According to a police report, her
days to oomplete her research.
More and more UCF students library.
license plate matched the plate num'Qer
.
When Jen Kiraly goos to the Kiraly, a senior, said libraries are choosing to research digitally
James D. Roth Said ihat as a
that t}J.e police w~re given by the victim.
· lib:racyto do research, she said she should put more books and jour- over the more traditional method member of the research faculty
The. police said in the report that they
usually ends up leaving with a nals online so students can areess of hunting throiigh books at the · with the biology department, he ,
, repeatedly had tried to contact her by
hl@ stack of books. :'.A lot of the them from home.
library.~ of the demand fqr rarely has to leave his office anyphone but had been rebuffed.
"', tim~ [the books] look like theyre
''I think that eventually there · . online research, · UCF Iµ>rarianS . more fuid research because of
According to the officer's account, · .::g0m,g:to bellelpful,·but then when I won't nero to be a library," said now have, . chQbs~ · betWeeri ,the 3.crnss provided both. online
d'Almeida told the officer she didn't have
· get them home and actually read Kiraly, 21. "Our society is moving spendini theif · budget ·on hard and through interh~rary loans.
them, they're not," said Kiraly, a . tmv3rdS being oomplete]y oomput- oopies of books and periodid:tls or ·
PLEASE SEE Commuters oN 6
PLEASE SE;E Scholarship oN 11
·' er run. So it .o~ :rµakes sei:ise if ·on-new digital media. Their decicreative writing major.
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Rare blood-:-pressUre disorder demands
24-hour-a-day intravenous treatments
FROM PAGE

BREIT HART I CFF

Graduate Carrie Fong overcame a rare disor~er to graduate head of her discipline.

1

·So does the critical treatment process that keeps her
alive - a small intravenous bag
of Flolan that Fong carries with
her at all times is pumped
through her body 24 hoW's a day
to combat symptoms such as
. dizzy spells, fainting ~d short"'
ness of breath.
But Fong's disease doesn't
overshadow her career aspirations; today, it drives them.
With orie of the highest
GPAs among the 88 nW'sing
graduates, a cluster of accolades
from professors, and hours of
time spent in hospitals with her
classes and her own illness,
Fong brings something to nW's-·
ing few others can match.
"She'll be more compassionate and sympathetic," said
Frances Smith, an associate professor in the school of nursing. ·
Fong said her time spent in
hospitals gives her an awareness of the sensitivity patients
need from hospital staff.
"It's my goal to be a good
nW'se, someone they'll remember," she said.
Initially, Fong's·ambitions to
become a nW'se wavered, and
she doubted her body would be
able to handle the physical activity that a D.W'Sing career would
demand.
She pursued another interest, leg-al studies; which could
provide a work environment better able to accommodate her

condition.
always explained the COW'seWorking behind a desk as a work so everybody·could under. paraleg'al seemed more respon- stand it. · ..
sibl~, yet a nW'sihg career kept
"Carrie is a caring person
pulling at the graduate whose · and looks out for the best for .
mother and grancb:p.other had everyone," Lombard said. ·"She
both worked as nW'SeS for most h~S really excelled despit~ her
of their lives.
condition and should be proud."
"I think it was always in my
Fong continues to carry her
blood," she said. ·~though, I did- intravenous bag every day and
· n't think I would finish school."
her health remains sta,ble. Her .
Despite misgivings about doctors feared she might have to
completing the degree, . she increase her medication dosage,
pressed on. Fong excelled. in her which
sometimes
causes
courses, and in her third semes- - patients to become inunune to
ter Smith asked her if she would the treatment.
participate in the peer tutor proBut Fong continues to thrive
gram.
on the medication and doctors
, "I chose her because she decided against heart transplan,t
had the highest grade on the two sW'gery even though a heart
assessment tests," Smith said. became available thtee years
''At that time I didn't know she after her di~osis.
had health concerns."
.
Peers say <;tespite her conIn her work tutoring other dition, Fong excels in almost
health students, Fong earned the .everything she does and never
praise of both her fellow stu- uses the illness as an excuse.
dents and Smith. "She went
"She never asked for one
beyond what we agreed to do for extra bit of consideration," Kiehl
other students," Smith said. said. ''.As a llW'sing student, she
"She is responsible for some had to accomplish all the same
[students] passing that might learning objectives, but had to
work harder."
not have p~sed."
Ermalynn Kiehl, an associWith a new job in Wmter
ate professor in nW'sing, said Park Hospital's Intensive Care
Fong is highly respected by her Unit and plans for graduate
classmates.
·
school, Fong has no desire to
"I think it's noteworthy. that slow down, despite her lifeshe has been identified by her threatening disease.
"I think her illness motipeers as someone who is an
inspirational and academic vates her to want to achieve and
help," she said.
.
help people," Smith said. "In my
· Jennifer Lombard, also a· classes, she never missed a
nW'sing graduate, said Fong beat."_

•
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ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES FOR
TEST PREPARATION -

GRE Test.Preparation Course·
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

UCF Research Pavilion: May 5 - June 30
UCF Brevard: June 3 ~July 22
UCF Research Pavilion: June 5 - July 24

GMAT Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
. 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

UCF Research Pavilion: June 2 - July 21
UCF Researcn .Pavilion: Juhe 4 ..:. July 23

*With complete ..~ exam ~rays
233 . .·II
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$40 -~
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on any dental procedures for I
new patients!
.-

Whitening •Tooth-colored fillings I. - - Veneers• Bonding• Crowns
CALL

-

~ -

.I

NOW!! ,

1-SOO~NEW DENTIST .
Waterford Lakes Dental
316 N_. Alofayo Trail, Suite 701
/

Southern Oaks Dental
2868 Osceola Ave.

·Dr. Charles Arias,
0.0.S.

LSAT Test Preparation Course
4-week Test Re.view Course - $299
6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: May 13 - · June 3

Math Review for Standardized ·Tests ·(New!)
6-we.e k ·Test Review Course .- ·$299*
· , ~· 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Main -Campus: J·une 2 - July 7
*$199 for those_ enrolled_i_
n concurrent test prep classes

To register, visit our website at wwW.dce.ucf.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.
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Fading memories
1

,

·Grad students
interact with
elderly to study
memory loss
KA TH R YN PODOLSKY

answer.·
The students have been
with her for about 15 minutes,
testing her ability to draw various -shapes and · answer questions that most might .take for
granted. It is time for bingo, and
Whiteside hugs the woman and
thanks her for helping the stu. dents.

Paguntalan ·and Milano
have been joined by another stu- ·
All humans grasp at memo- d~nt, Amanda Hunt, and they
ries. Short- and long-term, one· dis~us~ with e~ch other and with
wonders where the ·recollection - Whiteside ·their eyaluations,, the
· has gone. It may be as simple as :process of what they are doing
."Where did I lay my car keys?': and ~h:1t they will do on the
.o r "What is that person's next VIBit.
.name?"
''What I want the students
It may be more frustrating. to lear.n ~s how to interact and
''Why can't I remember what r commumcate with older peram ·supposed to do today?" or. sons that have memory impair-·
''What is the word I~ search~ ment," Whiteside said. "It's
· ing for to explain what r am try- important to understand how
ing to say?" We may be too busy mem~ry and lan.g:uage 'fade
ot too distracted to pull up the away, but more 1IDportant to
information that we need. Or we understand what abilities are
·may simply have forgotten.
'spared.' It's called 'strengthAlzheimer' s disease.causes based' programming; providing
the gradual loss of brain cells communication and activities
and the-areas of the brain that that fotms on their retained abilcontrol memory and thinking ities."
skills are affected first.
Downstairs, students Ben
· Symptoms that follow are prob- Brown and Kathleen Pawson
-- lems with judgment or reason- conduct the '1\BCD" test with
ing, disori~ntation, loss of Ian- another resident. The sun-lit
guage skills and decline in the room looks out onto a grassy
ability to perlorm routine tasks patio area, complete with a bird, according to the Alzheimer'~ . bath and blooming flowers.
Association: Those with the disPawson holds up the writease eventually need complete ten word "whistle,'' which the
care.
resident reads for her.
For five semesters now.
''What do you do. with a
Communicative Disorders Clini~ · whistle?" Brown asks her.
Instructor Janet Whiteside has
"Call the children to supbeen meeting with students in per," she answers.
_the graduate studies program at .
Triggering me~ories is an
various Central Florida -assist- 1IDportant part of this program.
ed-living and skilled "' nursing Asking the right questions
facilities. The stlldents under (open-ended questions can be·
Whitel;)ide's direction, w~rkwith more difficult than multiple ·
people · \Yho have memory choi~e! o: yes or no.questions),
impairment due to Alzheimer's reIDlillscmg, commenting and
disease and related disorders. · gently prodding the residents to
· The students, about 12 per talk about themselves are tools
semester, · engage in · cognitive fo~ the staff .members care for
and linguistic screenings and this ~ommumty.
therapeutic activities with the
We are not here to make
residents.
They
become diagnoses," Whiteside said. 'We
acquainted with a population are here to provide meaningful
t~ey normally would not interaction and engagement
encounter
at
UCF's between_students and elders in
Communicative
Disorders our community.
Clinic.
''.All participating residents
"Tile students love the pro- or families granted permission
gram, and there is a lot of family ~or th.e studei;its to come and
support,'' Whiteside said
~tel'Vlew and mteract. As fami'J!llS semester the program lies observed th~ program, they
takes plaoo at Winter .Park became more mterested and
Towers, a continuing-care · enthused about it. And the resiretirement c9mmunity with resi- dents,, want to help the ~tu
dential and health-care facili- dents.
During the final part of the
ties. On a recent Wednesday morning, Whi~eside_and t~e stu- morning, Whiteside and five dents spend time with residents
graduate students begill their whose .dementia is more proday conducting cognitive and gressed. Progressive diseases,
linguistic screenings, which will such as. Alzheimer's, gradually
give the students a glimpse of rob resi~ents of t~eir ·ability. to
the residents' language and co~~cate or mteract _with
memory ability.
their environment, and agitation
Students Marla.Paguntalan .and anxiety can set in quickly.
and Sabrina Milano sit at a
About 15 residents are
small·table with an elderly resi- seated a~ t~les in swall groups,
dent. Nearby; a cockatiel is ~d. Whiteside pulls open the
singing in its cage. -,
~ab met
!h~t ,, holds
the .
"~at year is this?" ; Mo~tessori kits, .,modeled ~er
Paguntalan asks a participating · M8:1'18' Montessori s. educational
resident, a spunky elderly philosophy. Pla~tic st~lrage
woman with a sparkle in her boxes about the size of a .shoeeye'. "Who is the president right box hold various stimuli.
now?"
Students are required, as part of
"2004!" and "Trurna:ril" she the program, to design two of
answers, without :tiesitation. "Or their own, instruct the staff on
wait . . . I see him on the televi- their use and then leave the kits
for the residents and staff to use.
sion ... Tm not sure."
One· box holds different
"How old are you?~·
Paguntalan continues.
· shapes of different colors;
"One hundred and fifty!" , another yarn a;nd beads· for
The woman is laughing now and
PLEASE SEE. Simple.oN 8
. seems · quite pleased at her
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Commuters pick Internet
over a drive to campus
_Ho'Wever, the online subscrip- many oonoorn.8 that deal with isotions can cause problems, she said, lation, which can le,ad to oonfusion
"Our library is actually quite good, like when the Internet oonnection or misinformation, fatigue]rom sitand as more journals become avail- shuts down. Also, hbrarians must ting behind a oomputer . . . and
able online, it is getting even better," figure out how to archive older electronic sources simply not
hesaid
appoolingto students."
issues of journals.
· Students also have stopped
Although students oontinually
The use of digital journals and
going to the actual library building databases surpassed that of print- turn to the Internet for research
to research.
ed versions.last year, exemplifying purposes, librarians and profes"I almost alwaYs start my the shift librarians continue to sors say the traditional libracy will
research online," said James grapple with.
not disappear in the near future.
Rackley, a histocy major at UCE
''Many materials do not exist
About 456,000 hard oopy
He said he looks for b8sic research items were checked out during the in electronic .form, .and it will be
online to get a broad ilnderstand- 2001-2002 school year at the UCF year8 before they do," said Meg
ingof his topic.
library. About 1.3 million books and Scharf, associate director for pub. The popularity of Internet other
are housed at the lic services at the UCF hbrary. "If
research .is due to oohveriienoo, he campus building. The UCF library everything students needed were·
;said '·"You don't even have to leave also subscribes to about · 5,000 on f!ieJntemet, there would still be
your _house." He said the trend of online journals and databases. problems with its use for research,
students researching online will Last ye,ar, from just three of those sinoo brovvsers still cannot reach
oontinue until online resouroos online journal subscriptions and evecy page on the Web, and long
replace traditional books. "[SoOn], . databases, researchers acressed lists of results can be irrelevant and
you'll oo able to a.cress libraries about 300,000 articles.
unwieldy."
from your]locket," he said
Of the 100,000 journals pubOne benefit to buyillg sub"I have only been to the scriptio~ to journals enline is the lished worldwide, only about
library maybe five to seven times ability to use search terms to find 10,000 are currently available on-.
my whole college career,'' said articles, Ward said.
line, Hinshaw said Because of this,
· jessica Clark, a junior in.advertis"By using the Internet a.cress, libraries will have to oontinue to
ing and public relations. Although :;i. wide span of years can be subscribe to some periodicals in
she tblnks the library is useful, searched at once and multiple print.
Clark, 20, said in comparison to the terms can be oompmed," she said
Rather than disappearing, the
Internet, researchingthe tradition- "The online full text eliminates the UCF hbrarymay actually grow, she
al way takes too much time.
trips to the stacks to find call num- said In the near future, UCF may
As students and faculty shift bers, volumes and issues. Using run out of room, and be forced to
their research habits, library fund- the Internet to a.cress 'traditional' ex,Pand within the next five years.
ing has begun to doorease. Ward sourres is oortamly popuJar, and
''I would say that our society
said during the -past five years, should be, due to the oonvenienoo it would lose an important institution
. spending on books declined by offers the researcher."
if we lost· our libraries," .Applen
about $400,000. With even less
Chris Dolan, assistant profes- said ''There is somethingwonderfunding anticipated for the 2003- sor of political scienoo, said that ful about a building that we can
2004 school ye,ar, the library fares although he first turns to printed walk into that is dedicated to books
major financial ciecisfons.
materials, the library's online and journals and reflection."
·~ -we continue- to reooive
resources are helpful for filling in
Dolan Said just as online
less money to do more - not just g.:.ps in his research.
Christmas shopping will never
increases in number of students,
''If anything is missing, I take duplicate the actual retail shopping
but increases in new courses of care of it by using Lexis-Nexis on experi'enoo, the Internet can not
· ·"· study·and degrees - we will see a the library's electronic resources replace physical libraries. ''People
decrease in the number of books, page," he said
will still need other human beings
videos, etootera, we can purchase,"
- ResearcQing from home is to point them in the right direcWard said
one draw of Internet research, and tion," he said
Because of budget cuts, the it keeps students from going to the
He hopes students will continlibracy must now decide whether library, said J.D. Applen, assistant . lie to utilire the library and printed
to rely completely on Web- based professor of technical writing.
resources. "Some footwork and
subscriptions of journals, Ward
As co-director for the extra effort is required on the stusaid
.
University Writing Center, dent's part to put the 'search' in
- Carol Hinshaw, he2.d refer- Anastasia Bojanowski said she 'research,"' Dolan said
enoo librarian, said journals now thinks . the trend of Internet · Bojanowski said .if libraries
make libraries choose between research through libracy sites will ever become obsolete, she has a
- either online a.cress or hard copy continue. However, she said a few great oonoom for future scholars.
journal subscriptions, unlike in the problems may occur as a result.
"I believe that the shift
past, where liblflrles could subIf a student has a limited toWcll'ds a libracy that is electronic
scribe to both.
lmowledge of computer technology, retlects the larger shift of the uni"UCF and other academic they may have problems rese3.rch- versity. Students simply have limitlibraries are beginningto purchase ingwith online tools, she said Also, ed time and need a quick fix. Not
just the online journals," she said tecbri.ology changBs quickly, and ooming to campus and physically
''Patrons ~usually like the online hbraries wiJl have a hard time checking out books seems to be the
a.cress because they can a.cress the keeping up.
answer. students simply do not
journals · from · off~pus.
''There are many studies that invest as much time and energy
Libraries also like the co ven- look at the viability of online into their academics, nor do they
ienoo."
sources," . she said. ''There are want to."
FROM PAGE
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Dr. Mariann L. Tucker
Opto.metrist
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891 N. Alofayo Trail
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. 407-382-2648

at Waterford Lakes
Town Center
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Fledgling rivals could meet sOoner in bowl lowly Division 1-AA opponents Orsini said: "It'll be good for the
due ~o the lack of willing quality ,fans. There's a lot of interest in it.
ed with UCF that it would.be a teams. Just as UCF was for:tunate It'll be ~ from an economic
great thing for us to play USF," enough to joill the underrated and stand point and it will be good
said Orsini. "I see that it is a natu- extremely competitive Mid from a community stand point, as
ral rivalry just as city to city, and American Conference, USF was all of these things are really posinow for athletics to have that rival- fortunate to ~ive a bid from the tive. I'm happy to say that we now
cy scheduled in 2005 and 2006, we - equany competitive Conference . have that series set from now on."
have what every other major USA
While the inaugural match- Division 1-A school has, and that is
Another major aspeet that up is still three seasons away,
a natural rivalry."
the Knights andBulls·have in oom- other possibilities still IingBr. Come
The football programs of nion is the need for national expo- this season, should UCF win the
· ·these fledgling rivals have been on sure and, more importantlY, MAC, as well as .USF win the
the cusp of nationalreoognition for moneY. The new rivalry will Conference USA title, both teams
-years now. Both programs were undoubtedly bring in exceptional could essentially meet up .ip. .
built frOm the ground up, having to revenues in ticket sales as fans on Mobile, Alabama in December for
fight against the nation's top both ends <'>fl-4 will be lining up in the GMAC Bowl. Regardless of the·
schools as lowly Division 1-AA reoo'rd numbers to watcb these scenario, one thing is for certain:
teams. Both programs have spent two · collegiate underdogs wage' UCF. and USF have taken major
·time as successful independents war.
steps forwar4 and both programs
.in Division 1-A, havingto settle for
As for the true importance, will end up winners.
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At the University of· Central Florida Arena

Thursday, May 8, 2003 ·

\

10:00AM to 3:00PM
A Chance for Florida's
· Universities Participating in Event:

St::ite University St.udents
to Meet With Employers
From All Over the Country
to Discuss Career and
Employment Opportunities

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
Florida Atlantic l:Jniversity
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_ Florida International University
Florida State University
University of Central Florida
·
University of Florida
University of North Florida
University of South Florida
University of West Florida
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-. Individual Leases
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Amenifies, Rents and Incentives subject to change.
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Simple exercises key to fighting dementia
says'he is going to make a calendar for the IJJ.an, who can
stringing; another holds silver- still keep a schedule fairly well
ware, forks and spoons ·f9r at this-time, to remind him of
sorting.
his future events.
Pawson works with' a
Another resident involves
woman who is folding wash- himself picking up batteries
cfoths and socks from a kit, and releasing them into a
"folding laundry" - a task the flashlight. To the layperson he
resident knows from a has advanced dementia. But
y9unger day. This "sensory · the task of ''pie.king up and
feedback" can trigger memo- releasing" also helps residents
ries andihus, conversation.
maintain the ability to feed
Pawson, whose grand- themselves with "finger
mother died from Alzheimer's foods."
_
When Pawson was a teenager,
"This man appeared to
said . the pre "Tam is helping :µot .be actively involved with
her to better ·_:!lderstand the his environment when we first
disease. If she c..lCOUllters this started coming," Whiteside
type of patient, or family mem- saig. 1'Now when we come into
ber, in the future, she Will have the room, he waves and sho~
gained from this experience.
some .recognition memory of
Brown ·is "reminiscing'' us. Iie antiCipates ou,r interacwith an elder at another table, tion with him and appears to
showing
hini
Norman enjoy the time ·with the stu-.
Rockwell pictures ~d as.king dents.
questions. The elder's wife sits
. "Patients who are mentalquietly neai:by; she has ly stimulated every day
advanced Alzheimer's dis- appear to be able to maintain
ease. The elder admits to for- abilities and not deteriorate as
getting a few ·things. Brown rapidly," Whiteside added. ·
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COURTESY JANET WHITESIDE

While working with a UCF graduate program, Emily Dykstra assisted Alzheimer's patients to help them regain and retain communication skills.

UCF bowlers

strike seventh
at national
competition_
NATALIE RODRIGUEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A group of UCF student
bowlers . smashed pins and
raised eyebrows with a seventh
at
the
place
finish
Intercollegiate
Bowling
Championship April 24-26. The
men's and women's te~s both
qualified for the tournament
this year, and traveled to Tulsa,
Olq.a., to compete.
- The UCF teams were both
eliminated in the _fourth round
April 24, with the men falling to
Nebraska and the women to
Florida State.
The Central Missouri
State University women and
Wichita State University men
won their respective .pompetitions to claim the national
tit}es.
The competition was the
second national tournament"
appearance for the-UCF men's
team, which placed i~th in
2002.
To reach the nation tournament this year, the men's
and women's. teams comp~ted
in a sectional tournament in
Louisville, Ky. March 22, where
the men finished in first place.
The women took third.
In the national tourna- ·
ment, UCF teams ·competed
· against 15 other universities,
Penn
State
including
University, Florida State
,.University, West Texas A&M
University, · Califorma ·State
University at Fresno, and
Arizona State University. ·
This year the team raised
· $40,000 on its own for travel
and other expenses, with help
from the UCF Bowling Club
_.and Aloma Bowling Centers of
Central Florida,· including the
Boar4walk Bowl, which donate
bowling lanes for ·the team to
PLEASE SEE
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In the past U~F's gradu~tion speaker'slist has included high profile names like Nixon
and Jeb Bush, this year's list included a who's who list-from UCF's community.

Nixon addressed.
-

'

-

0
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UCF's graduating
class in 1973
Center. ·
Horn came highly recomLike many students, junior mended by Dean ·Belinda
Russ Teal, 24, wants to knowwho McCarthy ofthe College of Health
at UCF selects the speakers, and and Public Affairs. Horn is a
why.
nationally recognized chilClren
Graduation is important and and family rights advocate and
' it makes sense to have someone works as assistant secretary for
remarkable speak so graduates the U.S. Department ofHealth and
never forget who spoke at their Human Services.
·
graduation, he said
Santiago was selected to
Though President John Hitt speak at the College of Business
makes the ultimate decision -to because he is a prominent busiapprove of upcoming commence- nessman and well known in the
ment speakers, he delegates the community.
work of fincling the speakers to
Fbr developing high-tech eduDan Holsenbeck and Beth Barnes. cational initiatives, Holsenbeck
Holsenbeck, the vice presi- invited Jullii Johnson to address
. dent of university relations, works the College of Education gradualongside Barnes, the chief of staff ates.
for the .office of the president, to
Holsenbeck has selected
finq who they feel would make the commencement speakers for
best impact on students during more than 10 years and said UCF
commencement.
has not paid speakers to address
Barnes said it would be very graduates, which limits their abilidifficult to get famous speakers for ty to get more prominent speak- .
each ceremony .since UCF holds e:rs. The university, however, does
about 13 commencement cere- pay for hotel accommodations and
monies throughout the year.
reimburse travel expenses, if
Holsenbeck acknowledged applicable.
that the volume of graduation cerStill, UCF has seen sqme
emonies make it too expensive for nationally famous ~ers since
UCF to invite nationally known its birth. Perhaps most notably,
speakers to every graduation.
embattled · President Richard
"If we had one large gradua- -NiXon . gave a commencement
tion ceremony, then we would def- speech at the Reflecting Pond 'in
. initely approach selecting the 1973.
. speakers differently," Holsen~k
Florida's governor in 1988,
said ''Because we need five speak- Bob Martinez, also spoke to UCF
ers for the spring, we tend to have - graduates.
more of a local approach."
Fbrmer women's soccer
The speakers UCF chooses · champion ·and UCF aluinna
are most often friends of UCF, Michelle Akers addressed gradualumni, supporters of the ~ersi ates in December 1996.
ty or other distinguished individu- .
Both Gov: Jeb Bush and
als, Holsenbeck said He often Orlando Magic owner Rich DeVos
invites members ·from the UCF spoke at commencement .cereBoard of Trustees, such as monies iii May 2002.
Santiago.
While many students called
Suggestions for ~peaker~ this year's speakers uninteresting
also coine from deans, administra- choices for commeneement; some
tors and faculty .members. Once · graduates were' pleased with the
. Hitt approves of the speakers, formal addresses their speakers
Holsenbeck matches the speaker delivered to the class of 2003.
to the appropriate college.
Graduate Jennifer Finney,
While the speakers' names said Whitehouse's speech was
alorie may not be notable, many of , moving and inspirational.
their contributions are.
''He had nice things to say
UCF
Provost
Gary about where we've .been and
Whitehouse addressed the College where we're going," she said
of Engineermg because he will
Graduate Joy Paul-Curry
teach engineering courses next. saidhe appreciated Horn's speech
spring. Whitehouse is stepping for being personal and positive.
down after more than '10 years as
Holsenbeck said ·he welUCF's provost.
comes students' suggestions {or
Habermeyer, president and · future commencement speakers.
CEO of Progress Energy Florida, Though he said requesj;s don't
addressed the College of Arts and guarantee · speakers, Holsenbeck
Sciences because Progress says there is always a possibility
Energy gave UCF $1 million to that UCF will see nationally
build the new student Welcome known speakers in the future.
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Club .fliers stick to many ·
students' windshields
I

designed to stop this problem. It
makes illegitl the "placing of·
handbills or adyertising. on or
about parked or unattended vehicles."
Violation of the law can
result in a fine of up to $500,
imprisonment for up to two
months, or·both.
Apartment complex managers have also tried to.battle the
clubs who pl~ the fliers, but ·
find
themselves
often
stonewalled.
Mitch Perkins, assistant
manager at Tivoli Apartments
and a pharmacy student at UCF,
said he has called several clubs to
discuss their dispensing of fliers
on Tivoli property. 'We try calling
them and they're rude to us, when
we can even get through to them,"
Perkins said "Getting clubs to
stop spreading fliers is kind of a
lost cause."
"Part of the problem is that
clubs use promoters to pass out
the fliers," Perkins said. "This
gives the clubs the ability to claim
that they're not responsible for
any damages."
· Tivoli management has contacted their attorney about it, but
Perkins said their legal options
are limited. "The most we could
do is get a cease and desist order,"
he said. "Our lawyer said it's really not worth the hassle."
Despite frustration by apartment managers and fell~w stu-dents, Ferraro plans to pursue the
matter until someone from either
the club gr the advertising agency
removes the advertisement.
She said, ''I just want them to
fix my "Windshield and an apology.
That's it."

City law bans ads from being ·

placed on ·unattended cqrs
-

Fred Thomas, a 22-year-old
senior, said he spent 30 minutes to
hour scraping off an ad that .
A . 4-inch-by-6-inch piece of had ~tuck to the "Windshield of a
paper obscures the bottom part of car he uses. "It's basically club
UCF junior Stefanie Ferraro's. disrespect toward private proper"Windshield. She wants it removed, ty," he said. "Ifs a basic infringebut those who put it there refuse ment and they're not willing to
to.
·
take responsibility for the damOn April 3, someone put an age."
advertisement for the dowi;itown
Though Thomas solved the
Orlando dance club Antigua on problem of a papei:-caked ·"WindFerraro's ct;tr, parked in the shield1 Ferraro refuses to do so.
Pegasus Landing parking lot. She wants to solve the problem at
Overnight moisture and humidity its source. The nighf clubs, she
caused the ad to stick to the "Wind- · said, should fix the problem they
shield. When Ferraro· attempted caused. "They put it on there, I
to remove the ad, only half of it want them to remove it," she said.
cameoff. .
Ferraro called Antigua, but a
The other half remained secretary referred her to the perfirmly stuck to her "Windshield
son who put the advertisement on ·
"This
:infuriates
me," her car; the secretary claimed
Ferraro, 19, said. "It's my car. . Antiglia had no responsibility in
Someone from the club put a flier the matter.
on my car,. and it caused damage
The man the secretary
to my "Windshield"
referred her to further fnistrated
· This.incident is not unique to Ferraro. He denied having put the
Ferraro. It is a frequent occur- flier on her car, and told her to talk
. rence among UCF students: nine to Antigua.
out of 10 students polled have had
The qlub could not .be
it happen to them. However, most reached for comment.
students simply reinove the ·damFerraro has also attempted
age caused by fliers themselves, to file chargBs against the club.
rather than pressure a club for However, UCF Police have
liability.
informed her that unless she saw
Junior Ross Centanni, 21, who did it, she can only take the
also had a flier stick to his wirid- club to small claims court.
shield recently. "If they get wet,
Sgt. Troy Williamson, the
·they stay there. There's one on UCF ·Police Department's Public
my car right now. I tried to take it Information Officer, said that
off, and-half of it stayed," he said · Orange County has an ordinance
BRANDON HARDIN
STAFF WRITER
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Students bowl in obscurity despite prowess
FROM PAGE
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practice.
The team had no Student
G-Overnment Association funding this yeai, but wa~ given
$1,000 in 2002 and hopes for
funding , next year, said
Assistant
Coach
Lyun
Carpenter.
Carpenter teaches a bowling class at UCF; she started the
team in 2001 with junior Matt
Niad. Head Coach Pat Co tello,
who has been a profess· onal
bowler for 30 years and MTas
named one of th,e top 20 bow),ers
of the 20th century, coacfies
TIFFANY REPECKI I CFF
both the men's and women's UCF's 7th place nationally ranked bowling team bowled down the competition at the
teams. She1s assisted by men's lntercollegi;ite Bowling Co~petition April 24-26.
coach Bob Schoneman and
women's coaches - Carpenter Nation, 19, . srud with a smile, . nition from SGA or fellow stuand Jerry McDonald.
"Bowling is my second life, and dents. "People don't know there
The captain of the men's I'll never get tired of it." Nation is a , bowling team and when
team, senior Mike Donahue, 21, said she decided to study at they do (find out] they are kind
said what motivates him to bowl UCF specifically because of the of surprised," Farley said.
is a love of the game. He wants UCF.BowlingTeam.
The captain of the women's
to bowl professionally some ·
Nation said her_parents put team, Martinez, said tuat if
day.
her in a bowling league when · there is one thing everyone
- Donahue got involved in she was 5 years old. From that should know, it is this: "Bowling
bowling by . the age of 3. "My point on, bOwling has been a is a sport and we are athletes.".
mom bought me a bowling ball part of her life.
"What is important to realfor my third birthday and took
Senior Linda Martinez, 22, ize is that these kids work
me out to the bowling center, and freshman Bryan Farley; 18, hard," said Carpenter, who
. and I -enjoyed it and kept on said their fathers had the great- wants people. to recognize the
going," he said. As he grew up, est influence on their bowling.· time and effort that each one of
he realized that he could make a Martinez's father managed ·the them .gives to the sport and their .
·career out of bowling. He's been Aloma bowling alley.~ Farley's studies:
dad coached ·his high school
working at it ever since.
The bowling season ended
Most of the members -of - bowling team ...
with the national tournament.
the team have- been bowling
De~pite. their national-level Play will resume next fall; the
sirice they could ~ a ball, prowess, members of the team· UCF team will start prac~icing,
which is why freshm~ Stefanie play in obs~ll!ity; without recog- the week be!ore classe~ ~esume.
'.~,.

Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002
www.planetbeach.com

3 FREE SESSIONS
Must present coupon. First-time guest. One per customer. Local residents only. -

~---------------- - ---------- - ------------- - - - ------ -
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choice in housing •••

Scholarship rewards Ninjas
FROM PAGE
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~ time· to

talk. He told d'Almeida
that they could do it "the easy
way or the hard way."
When she refused to give
him her identification, he tried
to place' her in handcuffs. The
report says that the professor
resisted, he wrestled to put her
in handcuffs, and·she endeQ. up
on the floor screaming and
yelling in protest.
D'Alme!da, who filed suit,
said that the .officer pushed her
to the ground, broke her gtasses, and asked, "How does it feel
to hit someone and run?"
The
second incident
involved Julian Kunnie, director
·of African American studies at
Arizona. Kupnie was handcuffed arid detained at gunpoint
by a campus police officer after
the professor left a 24-hour
peace vigil at the Islamic Center.
The officer said that K_unnie
matched ·the description of a
man who had pulled a knife during a local robbery.
In response to the incidents, about 40 stJ].dents held a
campus rally calling for an end
to racial profiling. They presented the administration with a
petition asking for the dismissal
of the officers involved and the
establishment of a citizen's
review board to oversee the police.

Award horde
· Scholarships abound for
jocks and bookworms. But what
about southpaws, beanpoles,

and people whose last name is
Zolp?
.
The FinAid Web site has
compiled information on those
and other unusual scholarships.
Besides traditional awards; the
listings feature the comical (a
Bucknell University prize for
applicants who do not partici-pa:te in "strenuous athletic contests") and the munificent
($10,000 to the student who
writes 'the best essay on Ayn
Rand's
novel
The
Fountainhead).
Mark Kantrowitz, publisher of the nonprofit Web site, says
some scholarships do not make
the cut. For example, a $5 "Ninja
Scholarship" - for whoever
the donor says has the most
"totally sweet" ninja costume --..
didn't offer enough money.
But just because a scholarship sounds unusual, he says,
doesn't mean it's not the real
thing.
Liz Kerr, of Philadelphia,
helped create a scholarship for
skateboarders after her 15year-old son was killed while
skateboarding last June.
Applicants are judged by
their community activism and
an essay on "how skateboarding has been a positive influence
in my life."
In a stickier competition,
students who create the most
stylish duct-tape duds for their
proms can win $2,500 each, plus
$2,500 for their high ·schools, in
~ "Stuck at Prom" contest sponsored by Duck Tape, a manufac- ·

·

Choose wisely.
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Individual Leases
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FREE Internet Access in Every Bedroom
FREE Cable with HBO, ESPN and More
FREE Student Computer Lab
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Roommate Matching Service Available
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. ••• And Much More!
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Orlando, FL. 32826
407.382.4114
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OUR STANCE:

<=ease travel to
Southeast Asia
'

he University of .California at .
Compounding the highly contagious
nature of the illness is an incubation periBerkeley has announced a ban on
od ranging between two and 14 days. This
summer admissions of students
means symptoms Will not appear in an
, from SARS-affected countries in
infected person immediately. Tr.avelers
Southeast Asia. The moratorium,
may carry the disease without knowing it,
announced Monday, prevents students
from Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and
ultimately spreading it to those around
mainland China from enrolling in classes.
them.
Global efforts by the scientific commuUCF has not implemented any similar
nity and governments have kept the disprogram:, but students should·seriously
reconsider travel to these areas. ·
ease from claimingvictims·more rapidly.
People suspected of having SARS, and
The threat of SAR.S, Severe Acute
even family of those with the disease, have
Respiratocy Syndrome, is real for
· been quarantined in their homes, hospitalAmericans, despite the relatively few
ized and even jailed to prevent spreading
cases of infection in the United States.
the virus.
Symptoms include a fever of more than
100.4 degrees, a dry cough and difficulty
Still, the disease has infected people
breathing. Though fewer than 10 percent
on every continent but Antarctica. Air
of infect~d people die from SARS, the long- travel to- and from Southeast Asia is susterm health effects of the disease are
pected as the primary source of its moveunknown.
ment between continents since the virus
began spreading in Febru8.ry.
There is no definitive treatment for
The Centers for Disease Control and
the disease, and patients who recover
have suffered relap~es; some patients
Prevention have warned all travelers to
have required respirators to breathe.
reconsider non-essential travel plans to
·t hese areas, citing the risk of infection and
Berkeley's ban is aimed at protecting
the more grave concern of further spreadthe student population from an outbreak
that the government and health care sys-·
ing the virus known only to have originattern have so far avoided in America. The
ed in southern China.
same cannot be said for China, where
No amolint of pleasure or educational
more than 4,000 cases have been reported
benefit can outweigh the risk of contractand more than 200 people have died.
ing a disease which may never be cured,
Fewer than 2,200 cases have been reportand might even kill you or people close to
you. One man has been traced as the
ed in the other ~oiintries covered by the
Berekely ban, but new cases are reported
source of more than 200 infections, all
daily.
occuringwithin weeks.
UCF students risk their own health
Though the risk of infection can be
and that of other Americans upon their
reduced through use of face masks and
return if they travel to these countries.
sterilizing soaps and sprays, it is not posThe disease is caused by a highly infecsible to avoid the disease entirely.
tious virus, spread by close contact with
Until the Centers for Disease Control
infected persons or by touching surfaces
· updates its advisories for these areas,
"that SARS carriers have been close to, or
they should be avoided unless travel is
contacte9..
essential.

T

Southern high schools can't
,dance past_ racial segregation
MI KE RIEGEL
.

\

STAFF WRITER

· ·
If you think America
has overcome racism, it
hasn't. If you think that 911 united,all Americans
under one common flag, it
hasn't. If you think that dif;
fererlt races of people'can
attend the same high
school prom, you'd be
wrorig again - at least if
your reference point is
Taylor County High School
in Georgia.
What century is this?
Did I mysteriously slip iii.to
caffeine-induced alternate
reality after cramming for
finals? My blood.Stream
Iajght consist of roughly 40
percent Mount~ Dew,.but

my reading comprehension
equal doctrine was
hasn't suffered that much
declared a dismal failure.
as a result.
I promise not to make
Fbr those that missed · any more teeth-related
the story, Taylor County
jokes about people in
High School in Albany, has
Georgia, because I know
decided to hold separate
people there, and I've got
proms this year. Not one
·friends that used to live
that separates juniors or
there. But Tm just trying to
senior, or boys and girls.
wrap my head around the
Not a prom for those
notion that young 8.dults
with teeth and those withcan still embrace·such blaout.
tant racism.
Try a prom for the
While it's convenient
white students and another for me to dismiSs .them as
prom for {he school's black
toothless morons; sadly
·students.
enough, that's not the ease.
I suppose Georgians
I'm sure they can all play
keep their history texts
. ·an instrument .like the kid
right next to their toothfrom "Deliverance," so
paste, because tl1ey obvithey're far from stupid.
ously haven't opened either
since the separate but
PLEASE SEE Prom ON 13

"It is n~t fair to ask of others what you are not willing to do yourself'
- ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

OUR STANCE:

Seniors deserve say
in grad speakers
U

CF students were treated last
hand or two, and file off the other end This
weekend to ceremonies celebrating walk is ~nly made meaningful by the
clothes they wear, and the paper they take
the likely end of their academic
with them.
careers. In a packed UCF Arena,
What makes the ceremony important
families and friends of the 4,200 graduates
in five ceremonies searched the crowd of
is the speaker, the words of encouragl:lment,
students on the Arena floor, hoping to spot
congratulations and inspiration delivered in
their reason for pride dressed in a black
eloquence and style by a person students
care to hear. Students.need to be involved
robe and square-plate black hat.
As is customary, a guest speaker
in choosing their speaker.
Holsenbeck says students are welcome
addressed each group of graduates for five
to make suggestions, but to whom? Do the
to 10 minutes. Students listened, some
intently, others apathetic, to the words
students know they can ask for their
favorite sports figure or a politician they
pouring from the mouth of a person they
respect? The school has played an entirely
likely had never met or even heard of.
Unlike years past, no commencement
passive role in inv:olving students in selectspeaker this year was well known to the lis- ing the man or woman who will make the
last formal address to them as a UCF stuteners. Yet they were distinguished in their
dent.
fields. One pioneered technology in the
Perhaps hampering this process is
classroom. Another is CEO of Progress
UCF's policy of not paying for speakers.
Energy Florida. One is a sureessful local
businessman and UCF trustee.
Though there is compensation for travel
Tu the graduates, however, these
and lodging, our commencement speakers
come in the spirit of charity. Keeping money
speakers, chosen by UCF Vice President of
University Relations Dan Holsenbeck and
·out of the process may_ keep the motives of
approved of by President John Hitt, were
our speakers more genuine, but it also may
nobodies. Thus, students could be forgiven
keep our list of choices short and obscure.
Fbr many students this year, speakers
for considerihgthe speakers' words tO be
generated only slight interest. Despit~ the
merely a prelude to.an award, rather than
the memorable parting advice and anecvaluable insight these experienced profesdotes·they y.rere meant to be..
.
sionals brought, the importance of name
The picture this year differs drastically recognition cannot be overlooked. These
speakers could easily have blended with the
from years past. .UCF used to draw bigger
- names. At one point, it may have drawn the
crowd, and gune unnoticeclUndoubtedly,
had students known more about their
biggest, when in 1973 President Richard
Nixon delivered a commencement address.
speakers, and had some emotional invest- ·~
The embattled president chose UCF as one
ment in the selection.process, their interest
would be heightened.
of the few places he could safely speak
without protest, both over the Vietnam War
Holsenbeck and the university need to
and the Watergate scandal that would bring do more to promote the idea of student ·
his resignation the following year.
involvement. They can survey random stuUCF graduates heard then-Gov. Bob
dents, add a blank space for suggestions on
teacher evaluation forms, or place a sugMartinez speak in 1988. Just last year, two
gestion box at the library or Millican H~
famous men.. Gov. Jeb Bush and Oflando
Magic owner Rich DeVos, addressed audi- _ The students can easily be involved.
ences at campus commencements.
·
Knowing they're involved is just as
Holsenbeck says most people he
important. Let students know they can help .
pick their .commencement speaker when
invites are friends.of the uiliversity. The
· Progress Energy CEO gave UCF money,
they gu through orientation. Put a sandwich
certainly a friendly gesture.:DeVos has done · board out at the Student Union. Advertise it
the same.
' the way the Student Government
Association elections· are !idvertised; a liSt
Along-with choices that Holsenbeck makes himseH, faculty and ·staff also make
of 9hoices could even be voted on through ·
recommendations. But notably absent from
the UCF Web site, like SGA elections.
Through a legitimate effort by the
the process is stUdent involvement.
The graduation ceremony is mostly
administration to involve students in the
seiection process, students will better
just that - ceremony. Students sit in·a ·
appreciate the invaluable message these
dimly lit arena, thousands of eyes upon
speakers deliver every yeai
·
them, then file toward the stagl:l, shake a
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Prom theme at Taylor ·..
High School-marked
.by.black vs. Whtte
FROM PAG~

Apparently, the "brain
. trust" at Taylor High decided
some time ago to relinquish the
planning of prom and school
dances to the parents and students themselves. The school
gave away that commitment ·
- long ago'to apparently avoid
the problems that come with
mixing the races.
So if racE;i relations are
· such a serious problem at this
high school, then how md the
232 black students and 207
white Taylor High School students ever spend the afternoon
together learning Algebra?
Well, trying to use logic in
Georgia must be a lot like try-·
ing to rise Pee Wee Herman as
the replacement for Keanu
Reeves in the next "Matrix"
movie. Sometimes I wonder if I
.
should bother at all. Then I
rememl:>er that I am a citizen
of the United States and a citizen of humanity. Sure, people
have the right to hold racist
their very own high school
attitudes, but I also have the
. And the fact that I could've
right to tell them that they're
been on~ of them had I been
complete morons who are
unlucky in the cosmic gene
. missing a bunch of teeth.
pool.
Just to add one final twist
All joking aside, (which,
to this sordid little tale, it
ironically enough, is a joke in
seems that a group of white
itself) these people deserve to
students decided to have their
, own prom after last year's inte- .be protested right into the
ground. I'm normally not one
- grated affair - 'Which was the
to pick up a sign and devote
first ill the last 31 years. I
guess last year's bold leap into myself to whatever giamorous
cause Hollywood actors are
· the 1960's was just too trauendorsing, but there are times
matic.
·
This year, everyone will be when it's absolutely necessary.
That's not to say that
back \\,'here they belong. The·
celebrities are sounding off
white students can ride their
about a small high school in
.· horses and wear their special
Georgia, but they should be:
white gowns and hats; the
Everyone should be. We should
black students have a good
put away our pro-America
time dancing with some semsigns and our anti-war signs
blance of rhythm.
because the war is over. We
What frightens me the
should all be able to agree that
most is the fact that these students are learning this archaic racism and se&.1'egation have
no place in our society- not
idea, that human beings-are
even at a prom in small town
different fundamentally
Georgia. ·
because of the¥" skin tone, in

Trying to.
us·e logic ip .
Georgia must
be a lot like
trying to use ·
·Pee Wee
Herman as areplacement
for Keanu .
Reeves in the
next.'Matrix'
movie•.
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Coach Kruczek rewarded
with three-year extension
ASHLEY BURNS
STAFF WRITER

While it seems that college
football coaches around the nation
are getting fired left and right .for
immoral behavior or otherwise
jumping from team to te~, nothing of that sort can be said for the
-UCF program. Last Friday Athletic
Director Steve Orsini rewarded
Coach Mike Kruczek with a threeyear contract extension, keeping_
the offensive mastermind at UCF
for at least another five years.
"It's a real positive thing,"
Orsini said. "He's deserved · it.
We're paying him back for his loyalty and dedication for over 19
years here at UCF."
Kruczek was hired by UCF in
· 1985 as Head Coach Gene
McDowell's offensive coordinator
and
quarterbacks
coach. ,
McDOwell resigned at the end of
the 1997 season, and Kruczek was
· quickly named his successor. In
PLEASE SEE

Kruczek ON 16.

ADAM RosCHE I

CFF

-Mike Kruaek has a .589 winning
percentage as UCF's head football coach

.ADAM ROSCHE

I CFF

Designated hitter Dave Lambert hitting 5 of 6 against Troy Stat~, including a home run.

Knights keep hoping
tournament dreams alive
'ASHLEY BURNS
STAFF WRITER

ASHLEY BUR-NS
STAFF WRITER

Fbur Knights we~e selected on the. second day of the 2003 NFL draft, setting a
record for UCF. ·
.
The New England Patriots selected cornerbackAsante Samuel with the 12oth pick iil
the fourth round. The Oakland Raiders mru;le
standout wide ~eceiver Doug Gabriel the
167th pick overall in the fifth round. Defens~e
lineman Elton 'Patterson and center Mike

Mabry were selected in the seventh round by
the Cincinnati Bengals and the Baltimore
Ravens, respectively.
_
Not since Daunte Culpepper's 11th pick
selection by the Minnesota Vikings in 1998
has UCF received so much attention in the
NFL draft. The Knights were only two draft
picks behind Florida State's six, and four
picks behind Florida and Miami. UCF' s crossstate rival, USF, only had three. UCF also led
PLEASE SEE

Knights ON 17

The baseball Knights went
into-this past weekend with tb,eir
collective backs to the wall. With
three series remai.nip_g against
teams ahead of them in the
Atlantic Sun conference standings, the ninth place Knights
could not afford any mistakes
against fourth place Troy State.
The numbers were on the side of
the Knignts, who won their previous 10 games against Troy State.
However, Troy .State changed all
of that in the first game. of a doubleheader.
.
UCF opened with · a hit
parade. Designated hitter Dave
Lambert started things off for the
Knights in the top of the second
with his second home run of the
season, a solo shot to left center.
Then Trojans third baseman
Brian Lipman blasted his ilinth
home run of the season, this one

off of Von David Stertzbach, to tie
the game' at one in the bottom of
the second.
. The Knights struck back in
the top of the third when David
Mann, Nathan Kragt and Clay
Timpner reached on singies to
load the bases.
Kragt
-later
scored . on a
fielding error by
second baseman
Casey O'Quinn.
Lambert added
Next game
.two more RBis ·
to his total when
UCF vs Stetson
he singled to
7 p.m. Saturday ,.
right field, scorat Stetson
ing Timpner and
Ryan Bear. Dee
Brown also came home on a sacrifice fly by Rich Wallace, giving the
'
Knights a 5-1 lead.
Not wanting to be shown up
again, Troy State b?unced right
PLEASE SEE

Baseball oN 16
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Crispers Presents ....

WE'RE RIGHT
AROUND THE
\\
CORNER!

Everytb-ing-vou Nee~
t:o Know AbOut: College":'"

\ Crispers is now open at 436 &
University and Alafya Trail, which
means delicious food is right
around the corner... and it's fast!
.Plus, we're. opening more
new locations all the time.
Eat in ... take out...whatever.
Just visit us today, and _you can tell
your Mom you're eating right!

Of course, your college career will be a wonderful voyage of
discovery You'll.have new learning experiences, expand your
c~nsciousness with new courses, meet new people from just about
all over the world. But one of the most important things to learn
is how to stay healthy and how to get free food.
You're in luck. Crispers restaurants are right near the UCF campus ...
and that's where you.get the free food. Se~? You ,learned son1ething already.
College isn't all fatburgers, pizza and substandard subs.. Not when Crispers is so close to UCF.
Crispers is your quick, delicious alternative to fast food, where you can stoke up on garden-fresh
gourmet salads, hearty stacke.d sandwiches, and a dozen tempting soups, all made fresh every
single day.
If you're a sweet freak, you'll love our creamy cheesecakes, ri.ch layer cakes, cookies, and brownies.
And then there are all the sundaes and milkshakes made With delicious Publix Premium
Ice Cream.

. Use the

coupo~s.
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BaSeball takes·two of three from Troy State
FROM PAGE 14

back against Stertzbach. Trent Cox
reached first base with a single and
O'Quinn walked to put runners at first and
second: Trojan catcher Wade Miller then
came to the plate and sent a three-run shot
over the fence in right center, bringing the
Trojans within one. Glen Hardy walked to
keep the Troy State threat alive and then
left fielder Chad Howard homered to left
center to give the Trojans a one-run lead.
Trying to provide deja vu in the bottom of
. the fifth, Hardy once. again walked, only to ·
score on another blast by Howard, giving
Troy State the 8-5 lead.
Despite Troy State's home-run derby,
the bats kept working for the Knights.
Catcher Ryan Bono singied to start off the
inning and then advanced to second on a
groundout by P.J. · Lehmann. Bono then
scored on a single l;>y Kragt. Timpner
moved Kragt over to second with his third
base hit of the· game. After a pitching
chan~ by Troy State, Bear singled to left,
scoring Kragt to cufTroy State's lead· tO
one. Trojan pitcher Zach Watson was able
to get the third out of the inning and leave
three Knights stranded in the top of the
sixth. UCF pitcher Jamie Dougias easily
struck out an three Trojan batters.
Jon Cooper represented the tying run
on .third for UCF in the top of the ~eventh.
Unfortunately; like 1.0 other Knight runners
in the game, Cooper was left stranded and
the UCF comet>ack was cut short.
The Knights recognized the immediacy
of victory and came charging back in the
second game to attempt to prove UCF dominance over Troy State. Mark Michael had
anqther fantastic performance, allowing
only two runs on eight hits over six innings.
_Michael also struck out.eight Trojans. Troy
State pitcher Mal Wmters, however, was not

game of the series. Matt Fox took . the
mound against Troy State's Justin. Eason.
Fox pitched another great game, while
Eason couldn't seem to find his game.
The Knights opened up the top of the
first with an unearned rim when Mann
scored on a throwing error by Hardy. Bono
launched his first home run of the season in
the top of the second to give UCF a 2-0 lead.
Bear showed his wheels on the base path
with a triple hit sharply down the right field
line. He t.Q.en scored on a grouridout by
Lambert. UCF increased its lead to four in
. the top of the fifth when Timpner scored on
another hit by Lambert, this time a double
to right field.
Troy State threatened UCF with a
comeback in the bottom of the fifth when
Trent -Lambert scored on a triple by
Sheffield. Sheffield then scored on singie
by O'Quinn, cutting the UCF lead to 4-2.
UCF made.sure those runs were obsolete in the top of the -seventh when Timpner
scored on a sacrifice fly by Wallace off of
fresh Trojan pitcher Brandon Erwin.
Butera kept the RBis rolling with ano~her
double, scoring Bear. Clint Wade scored for
Troy State in the bottom of the seventh, but
Douglas, who replaced Fox, &truck out
Miller to end the inning.
- UCF showed out.s tanding defense in
the bottoms of the eight and-ninth innings, ·
stranding four Trojans and picking up the ·
victory 7-3. The win was Fox's second of the
season. The Knights' series victory evens
· the team's record at 12-12 and moves UCF
up to seventh place in the A-Sun stanilings. UCF is at Stetson this week and will
host Jacksonville at Jay Bergman Field
next weekend. Both teams are. ahead of
UCF in the A-:Sun standillgs, meaning-that
UCF must win both series or depend on key
losses by other teams to move into sixth
place and grab a tournament spot.
1

a

ADAM ROSCHE J CFF

·Catcher Ryan Bono hit ~is first home run of the season to help lift the Knights over Troy Stat~ on Saturday.
ready for a spiteful Knight lineup. Wmters a double down the left field line, moving
gave up five runs on 11 hits over four and a Timpner over to third. Winters ·walked
third innings.
Lambert to load the bases and Butera made
Bear started the second game off for him pay big time as Bear and Timpner
UCF with a dou~le to right center in the top . scored on a double down the left field line,
of the second. He advanced to third on a sin- giving the Knights a 5-1 lead.
gie by Lambert. Bear scored on a sacrifice
Troy State put up their second and
fly by Drew Butera. Lambert then scored on final run in the bottom of the fourth when
a double by Kragt, putting the Knights up 2- Lipman scored on a Brad Sheffield singie.
0. Howard scored 'I'l'.oy State's first run on a Butera put the exclamation point on the
sacrifice bunt by Cox, but Michael ended day's second game with a seventh inning
any concern by striking out Q'Quinn to end two-run home run to left field, scoring
the inning.
Lambert, and giving the Knights the final
.) Lehmann started off the third for UCF score of 7-2. Mark Michael advanced to 7-4
with a singie to left. Timpner then hit on the season with the win.
another single, scoring Lehmann and
The Knights used the game two victory
extending the UCF lead to 3-1. Bear ripped as momentum going into ~aturday's fin~

Time To Expand .
Your Business? ·

"~ had personalized service with our former bank until they soU to a
- /,arge interstate bank. Since the sak, the personal service has disappeare.d.
After looking at several options, we selected The Citizens Bank ofOviedo
due to the feeling of.friendly, professional service we encountered with the
staff Additionally, it is a fall-service bank that can handle _all of our
· banking needs but maintains that ·personal small-town feel"

w.

l"i

C. Ronald Raby,,President
Marine Underwriters, Inc.
,

CFF FILE PHOTO

Coach Kruczek led the Knights to a 6-2 MAC finish last year, second overall in the football team's inaugural conference,season.

Whe~er it's time for more equipment or for
additional working capital, talk .with one of our
friendly commercial loan specialists today!
•.Most decisi~ns within one week
• Most loan closings within two weeks
_• Personalized service and a full array of
.. commercial loan opti~ns - '

Kruczek needed to recruit ·
.

FROM PAGE 14

onlyhis second season as head ooach, Krucz~k and
All-American quarterback Daunte Culpepper led
the·team to its most successful season, with a 9-2
record. In 2000, Kruczek coached the Knights in the
team's biggest victory to date, a 40-38 slugfest at
Alabama's homecoming. In UCF's first season as a
member of the Mid American Conference last year,
Kruczek's squad finished second in the MAC East
at 6-2.
- On the importance of a coach's ruture to
recrlliting, Orsini stated, "I'm also pleased to do it to
· show the.commitment that UCF has toward Coach
Kruczek and his staff, for the player·s that are here

-

now; and the future players that we're recruiting.
That's a strong message so ~hat Milm and the
coaches, as theY. reeru!t in May; have the ammunitio.n to show the commitment UCF has made to this
coaching staff."
The newest class of UCF recruits, ·including
highly touted Wmter Park High School quarterback
Steven. Moffett, can riow ~unt on learning under
Kruczek' s well-balanced and high-powered offensive scheme for their entire college careers.
Kruczek was flirted with el:U'lier this year ·by
the Kentucky Wildcats and the Conference USA'.s
Louisville Cardin.als, QUt he back away from six-figure contr~ts to stay with his Knights. Kruczek iS·
33-23 overall as head coach of the team.

\)
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Member

FDIC

.

156 Geneva Dr.
407-365-6611

10 Alafaya Wood,s Blvd.

830) Red Bug Lake Rd.

407-365-2212

(407) 366-4868 .
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Knights lead the MAC
wUh f~ur players ·picked
·'

FROM PAGE

14

the MAC in draft picks. UCF had
four of the 12 MAC selections.
Marshall had three, followed by
Ball State and Buffalo witQ. two
each, and Eastern Michigan,
western Michigan, O~o, Miami of
Ohio and Thledo, each with one.
Some critics and analysts ~
were quick: to devalue Gabriel
leading up to the ch:aft because of
his hands and questionable egu,
but the wide receiver's clutch
reliance and speed could add
something to a very old Raiders'
offense. Gabriel iinished second
in the.MAC in receiving last year
with 75 catches for 1,237 yards
and 11 touchdowns. Should
Gabriel succeed in the Raiders
mini camp, he will have the
opportunity to learn from Jerry
Rice and Tim Brown. Along with
the chance to learn from two of
the greatest wide receivers ever,
Gabriel will be able to line up next
to one of the greatest young
reeeivers fu the league, Jerry
Porter.
The Patriots finished the
2002 season 23rd in the NFL in
defense, allowing 198. 7 passing
yards per game. The loss of cornerback Turrell Buckley to the
Miami Dolphins leaves a giant
hole in the secondary. Samuel's
sure hands should be what the

. Patriots are looking for to fill.that
hole. Samuel had·48 total tackles
and led the team with four inter_ceptions in 2002. On top of being a ·
fast and reliable ,defensive back,
Samuel· also doubles as a pup.t
return specialist. In 2002, Samuel
returned 19 punts for ?33 yards.
The Bengals provide an
excellent
opportunity
for
Patterson to gBt a shot at the NFL.
Cincinnati's defense finished 11th
overall last year, but they gut torri.
apart by the run as well as the
pass. The loss. of linebacker
Takeo Spikes is brutal. The
Bengals eveiily drafted offense
and defense, but Patterson was
one of oiily two defensive linemen
they acquired in this off season,
the other being Carl Powell via
free agency. Patterso:o.'s heart and
dedication is unparalleled. He is a
big man who runs like a man half
his size and tackles like a man
twice his size. Analysts speculated that the Bengals might seek
Patterson to trim him down and ·
try him out as a linebacker.
Patterson led the Knights with 9.5
sacks in 2002.
Mabry was a surprise selection in the se"Venth round by the
Baltimore Ravens. He was an outstanding center for the Knights,
proven by the outstanding numbers of both Ryan Schneider and
Alex Haynes .. Mabry is a big man

DISTANCE·
EDUCATION

with exceptional blocking skills
on the ·collegB level. While it is
uncertain what the Ravens have
in store for him, Mabry' s · size is
really of no concern. On
Baltimore's depth chart, Mabry
will enter m.inj camp as the number three center. Mabry is 6 feet 2 ·
inches tall, and weighs 285
pounds. Starting center Mike
Flynn is 6 feet 3 inches and 300
pounds. Come September, a
bulked up Mabry could end up on
Baltimore's offensive line or at
ieast move up to a No. 2 slot on.
the depth chart.
Joining the four UCF
draftees in tlie NFL are the five
_Knights picked up as free agents
following the draft. The Mianii
Dolphins signed wide receiver
Jimmy Fryzel, second on the
team in receiving last season with
58 catches for 1,126 yards and ·
five touchdowns. The Green·Bay
Packers signed offensive tackle .
Brian Huff. Punter Ryan Flinn
was picked up by the Seattle
Seahawks. Offensive guard
Taylor Robertson will be fighting
for a chance to protect Donovan
McNabb with the Philadelphia
Eagtes. Tight end Mario Jackson
didn't see much action in 2002,
but he will be trying to earn a spot
as the No. 2 tight end in New
Orleans with the free agent
departure of Lamont Hall

Men's _teenis team _faces
off ~ainst old foes
'

.

UCF is 0-5 against

the Gators all-time

~·-

ASHLEY BURNS
·STAFF WRITER

The UCF men's tennis team is heading to
the NCAA Regional for the first time in school
history. The first round starts at 9 a.m.
Saturday in Gainesville, with the Knights facing off against the No. 2 team in th~ nation,
the Florida.Gators. The winner of _Saturd~y's
match will take on the winner of the ·day's
other match, between the Mi3.mi Hurricanes
· and the Florida State Seminoles~
The road to the Sunday match will not be
easy for the Knights, however. The Knights
are 0-5 all-time against the Gators,· and it
won't be any easier this year. Freshnian ·Janne Holmia is ·ranked No. 6 in the nation
and has led the Gators to an impressive 22-4
record. While this is the first year UCF will
· see NCAA tournament action, the Gators
have ~n inyited for 13 straight years. This
year the Gators ar~ the No~ 3 seed in the tournament and No. 1 in the regional.
The Knights, however, will have to · be
taken seriously by the Gators. The Knights
are hot off of their march through the Atlantic
Sun tournament and their first-ever conference title following a victory over Georgia
St~te last week. UCF was virtually unchallenged in the Atlantic Sun conference this·
season as it went 5--0 in the regular season
and 3-0 in the .conference tournament.
Florida; on the other hand, is coming ·off a
South Eastern Conference title game loss to
·
Vanderbilt.
The men's·tennis squad has fought hard
this season to earn its 20-3 record. UCF will
rely heavily upon junior Catalin Bradu's con. CFF FILE PttoTo
tinuing excellence on the court. Bradu is 15-3
in singles competition this se!l:son.
Junior Catalin Bradu will lead the men's team in the NCAA Regionals.

12000 co11e1iate wav

~ 401-211-1616.

11801 Hillh Tech Avenue

~01-243-6100

i)Days a

li week
·Highlights Qf the
cultura( calendar
LINNEA BROWN
STAF F WRITER

-..,

Wednesday, May 7
'42nd Street'

The musical about the making of a
musical is for all ages and features tap
dancing _as well as a memorable score.
Performance starts at 8 p.m. at the
Bob Carr Performing Arts Center, 401
W. Livingston St.; tickets start at $18;
407-839-3900 or 407-849-2577.

Thursday, May 8
Open-mic comedy night

Every Thursday night Underground
Bluz features up-and-coming comedians hosted by emcee Jason Hunter
Shrum. Event begins at 10 p.m. at
12261 University Blvd.; 21and up; $3
cover; 407-482-4141._
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY

Friday, May 9

BREU HART/ CFF

'Big Huge Drinking Party'

Back Booth hosts this big bash, featuring various bands, movies. drinks and
BMX shows. Doors open at 9 p.m. at
37 W. Pine St.; $6 cover for 18-20, $3
for 21and up; 407-999-2570.

Saturday, May 10
Aussie singer at the Social

Au5tralian-born singer/songwriter/rapper Jessy Moss will perform and promote her debut album due out July 15
on Drean1Works records. Emcee Paul
Barman also will perform. Doors open
at 9 p.m. at 54 N. Orange Ave.; 18 and
up; $8 in advance, $10 day of shoiv;
407-246-1599,

OU

To find out who has .the tastiest doughnut, we put 'em to the test
BRANDON HARDIN
STAFF WRITER

Sunday, May 11
Ben Ha!Jler and Mofro at HOB

Rockers Ben Harper and the Innocent
Criminals bring their tour to the House
of Blues. Jacksonville soul and funk
band Mofro will open. The show
begins at 7:15 p.m. and general admission tickets start at $27.50;
407-934-2583.

Monday, May 12
C.areer Builder Job Fair

1

~

The Orlando !entinel Career Builder
Job Fair featuresnumerous rnmpanies
from around Central Florida~ The event
is free and takes place from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. at the Expo Centre, 500 W.
Livingston St.; 407-420-5732.

Tuesday, May 13
'Ancestors of the Incas: The Majesty
of Ancient Peru Exhibit'

1' . -:;:)

The Orlando Museum of Art hosts an
exhibit featuring more.than 250
ceramic, gold and precious objects .
made -by the ancient cultures of the
Central Andes region from1400 B.C to
1530 A.O. Open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at 2416 N. Mills Ave. Admission is $5
· for students with a valid ID; $6 for
others. Parking is free at Orlando Loch
Haven Park: 407-896-4231. ext. 256. ·

Wednesday, May 14
1he Eagles' in concert

.

70s rock band The Eagles perform at
TD Waterhouse Centre. Concert starts at
8 p.m.; 600 W.Amelia St.; ticket prices
start at $45; 407-849-2020 or 407-8393900.

nut wars

Five students sat around a table, each hungrily staring at the sugarcoated delicacy on their
plate. This simple pastry would be the first of
four devoured for a truly noble cause - to determine who makes the ·best giazed doughnut.
With the official opening of the Krispy
Kreme on University Blvd. on April 29, students
now have a wider selection of where to go to satisfy their breakfast cravings.
Before the arrival of Krispy .Kreme, 7Eleven, Dunkin' Donuts and Publix all offered

freshly prepared doughnuts daily within a few comments were collected.
blocks of campus.
Once the crumbs had settled and l;i.ands had
But with this new competj.tion, the question been washed, the five testers unanimously
remained: Who serves the yummiest sticky agreed upon the victor: Krispy Kreme. The next
snack?
favorite was 7-Eleven's, followed by Publix's and
There was only one way to find out - a no- lastly, Dunkin' Donuts'. All five tasters ranked
holes-barred taste test.
the doughnuts in the same order.
Setup for the studywas simple; five students '
The key to Krispy Kreme's success, accordeach tasted giazed doughnuts from all four loca~ ing to some tasters, is their balance of flavor and ·
tions. Then, they were asked to rank the dough- their freshness.
nuts and explain why they liked or did not like a
Krispy Kreme store manager Ben Oliver
particular pastry.
said their doughnuts are made in their store
Participants were not told who made what
doughnut until the study was completed and
PLEASE SEE Krispy ON 19

Midget mayhem packs house at Back Booth
his stubby arms across his chest
and gioated in the knowledge that
his last slam had temporarily
handicapped his rival.
·All 4 feet 4 inches of him.
Last Friday night, Puppet,
"the psycho dwarf," and Meatball,
"the world's meanest midget,"
duked it out at Bloody Midgets ill, .
a midget wrestling event.
LINNEA BRQWN
I knew I had to check it out.
STAFF WRITER
· (OK, so maybe the concept was a
little exploitative ... but I was curi"C'mon, Meatball, show 'em
ous.)
what you've got,'' emcee D.J. "The
"Meatball, Meatball,
Deejay'' (of Real Rock 101.1 fame)
Meatball," the crowd chanted, as
shouted anXiously into the microMeatball slowly rose to his feet,
phone, hovering above the bald,
staring Puppet down llke a minia_ motionless 32-year-old wrestler
ture Sumo wrestler.
lying facedown on Bae~ Booth's
Suddenly, Meatball socked
stage.
Puppet hard with his pudgy arm,
· A wide-eyed crowd of 120
. slammingbini against the stage's
drunken twentysomethings circled concrete wall. Taking advantage of
the st_age eagerly, joining their host his rival's down time (literally),
in loud cheers for the underdog.
Meatball shot a-devilish look at the
Meanwhile, blood streamed
audience and yanked down his
... down the face of Puppet,
shiny red shorts.
Meatball's opponent, as he crossed
Then Meatball did the

THE ROAD l1SS TRAVB.ED

unthinkable--' he waggled his
stout dwarf bottom right up to
Puppet's head and smothered his
opponent's face between his bare,
sweaty butt cheeks. I was suddenly very; vezy giad
that I wasn't a midget wrestler.
At the beginning of the night,
Back Booth promoter John
Youngman assured me that the
night's ongo:IDg thunderstorm was
preventing an otherwise immense
crowd.
"Last time, we sold out and
had to turn away 500 people at the
door," he said. "Our first two
midget wrestling events were
packed."
Obviously, I had underestimated the public's interest in the ·
.petite.
· ·
"I hate regular wrestling, but
it's shocking and fun to watch
when little people do it," declared
Bill Henderson, 29, a locai busi.,
nessman.. ''.And I wanted to freak
my conservative co-workers out by
inviting them."

The show suddenly started as
a bald, tough-looking midget waddled out into the crowd and introduced himself as Puppet. A small
sliver of an obscure, peroxidebleached rat tail protruded from
.the nape of his neck and trailed
down his back, and he rested his
microphone on a thick patch of
chin-hair.
''Who wants to see a midget
bleed tonight?" Puppet hollered in
his hoarse, helium-tinged voice as
the crow~ whistled and stomped in
approval:
But first, P,uppet introduced
MJ-Lo, an adorably silent, 4-foottall brunette woinan with floppy
bangs and huge brown ·eyes. She
smiled sweetly while Puppet yapped away, and together they
hosted a time-consuming "blow job
contest," in which eight alr.eadywasted audience members got on
their knees and attempted to
appear sexy while taking h~dsPLEASE SEE

Munchkins oN 23

<)

(i
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Krispy Kreme
hailed superior .
was the hungry man's doughnut," junior Mark Sinn, 21, said.
~very morning, with more being .
"This one was much more
prepared throughout the day.
like cake than the others,"
"The Krispy Kreme dough- Zamrycki said.
·nut wasn't too gooey . and
Ranked No. 1 for. staleness
doughy," taste tester junior . was Dunkin' Donuts' brand of
Anthony Arceri, 21, said. "It bad glazed pastry.
a balance ... nothing in excess or
Senior
Michael
Van
lack thereof. This one was a king Nieuwenhoven, 21, is an employamongst doughnuts."
ee of Dunkin' Donuts. He said
Junior Jimmy: Bailey, 21, that their doughnuts are made
agreed. "Kri.Spy Kreme was the daily from 1 a.m. to 4 a.m. in a
best because it was really soft central kitchen, and are then
and chewy, but not so soft that it delivered to Dunkin' Donuts
felt like there wasn't enough," he locations that morning.
said. "It would be possible to
Once the doughnuts a.ITive,
have a better doughnut, but not the individual stores glaze, ice,
likely."
fill or decorate them to stiit the
The second-highest ranking store's needs.
doughnut, 7-Eleven's new World
''This was my least favorite,
Ovens Dreammm doughnut, sur~ because it was very dry and
prised the testers when they flaky, " Bailey said. "It tasted like
learned of its origins.
it had been out for a while. It
TPis doughnut was intro- · wasn't as moist or as soft as it
duced to 7-Eleven stores in could've been."
February; with hopes of competDaniels agreed. "It could
ing directly with Dunkin' Donuts · have been more fresh. I didn't
and Krispy Kreme in terms of like this one too much," she said.
quality, according to the "I wouldn't eat it again in the
National
Association
of · future."
Dunkin' Donuts and Krispy
Convenience Stores Online.
The doughnuts are made Kreme are in the most direct
early in the morning at a distrib- competition, relying on the sellutor, and then delivered to 7- ing power of a single pastry to
·keep them afloat. Yet, employees
Eleven stores that day.
"The texture and taste were from both businesses feel secure
pretty good, but it's not that fill- in their enterprises.
ing," junior Ashley Daniels, 20,
Van Nieuwenhoven says
said. "I could eat a billion. of this that Dunkin' Donuts is aware of
type!"
the heightened competition, but
Rebecca Zamrycki, a 22- the company's service will keep
year-old graduate student, said customers coming back.
that it wasn't the best doughnut,
"We're on a first-name
but she'd still eat it. "It could · basis with a lot of our cushave been fresher," she said. tomers," he said. "I see a regular
"The icing was hardened."
customer, and I know exactly
· Publix donuts ranked third what they want and how they
want it."
amongst the four.
Lucy Texeira, a baker at
Oliver said that he felt both
Publix, explained that their Krispy Kreme and Dunkin'
doughnuts are made in-store at Donuts would be open for a long
about 5 a.ni. daily. The- testers time, and would be able to cofound the Publix doughnuts to exist. "I think there are enough
be decent, but very heavy.
doughnuts to go around," he
"Due to its thickness, thi$ said with a smile.
FROM PAGE
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MARY KAY®

l:"lappy·Mother's -Day
It's her day. So please her with pampering gifts from
MARY KAY®. From fragrance to pampering body care to
luxurious spa sets to beautiful color sets, I can help you
find the perfect treat. Contact me today.
Fe~rTswee-pstak~s~~
Jennifer Hassani
INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT
SalllS..JCmmlille on my website
www.marykay.com/ jhassan i

'"spring

Entertow;;·

407.281.9918
Mention this ad for a 10% discount off your 1st order
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M-f: !loin -8:30pm
Sat: 11 :30am • 3:30pm

Home of ·1h·e world
famous 1Urllev Burger!' .
1

fl\ESH EVERYDAY!
S1 SO beers 4-7 p.m.
CoURTESY HERITAGE REPERTORY THEATRE

Thespian Frank Holmes has played many roles in his career, helping him land a part in the Broadway production

'Urinetown~

A star in the making

•earn a free meal with our VIP Card

407-382-3570
In the UC7 Plaza across from UCF

Theater student
-to perform on
Broadway this
summer
NATALIE RODRIGUEZ .
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In a few weeks, Frank
Holmeswili be ill the spotlight, on
the stage of Henry Miller's
Theatre ill New York City as a
cast member ill . the Broadway
.
BREIT HART I CFF
production of "Urmetown."
Holmes practices a monologue from 'Urinetown~ which he will join this month.
The 24-year-oJd is majorillgm
musical theatre, but actillg was get· a part, Hardwood was con- ill "Uriiietown" from May until
not always Holmes' passion. vinced of his potential and unoffi- next March.
After learning he had been
Originally from Fort Lauderdale, cially became his agent.
"He was actually helpmg me cast, Holmes called junior
he aspired to become a lawyer,
even at ag~ 10; when he had the get work when basically he owed Westley Holiday; 21, whom he met
three years ago at UCF Theatre.
lead ill his first elementary school IQ.e nothing," Holmes said.
play.
- Hardwood found many actillg "I'm excited and a little nervous
Holmes moved to Orlando his opportunities for Holmes, mclud- . for him as any. friend would be,"
sophomore year of high school mg last May's audition for Holiday said.
Holmes now joins the ranks of
and performed ill the chorus, His "Urilletown." Holmes traveled to
love for theater grew as he New York and sang for the direc- other UCF students who have
becaine mvolved ill various thes- tor, who was unsure of Holmes' been cast ill or worked on profespian competitions. Inspired by previous experience only ill col- sional production companies.
Clark Mems performed ill the
his acting peers, Holmes decided lege theatre.
to pursue theater ill college.
- In January, Holmes's agent Broadwaytourillg show Rent and
He still planned ~o study law called to tell him that the director Tamia Zuletta traveled with West
when he enrolled ill UCF ill 1997, of "Urinetown," John Rando, Side Story in Europe. Michelle
but also .auditioned for the music wanted him to audition for the Knight is finishing the Broadway
tourillg show of Grease and this
and
theatre . departments. same role again.
Accepted mto both With scholar"I went ill, I sang for them, summer -Harry Baron will be
ships, Holmes opted for the musi- and they really enjo:yed it, and working on an Off-Broadway
cal theatre program because they said "That was great, thank show.
Holmes says that his acting
they offered ra Disney scholar- you,'" Holmes said, thinkillgthat
dreams, however, do not stop on
ship.
he had lost tl;le role,again.
· "Surprismgiy, UCF is my first
Later that day his agent Broadway.
"I want to do a sitcom, like ill
theater experience," he said. "I called to inform Homes that
mean the training, the structure .Rando wanted to see him again five to 10 years," he said. While
of theater life, the discipline, the for a script readillg. -He per- considering acting as a profesoverall tolerance - that all 6ame · formed ill front of the whole pro- sion, he adds that he would like to
one day open a theater company,
from UCF."
-duction company.
His first show at UCF was
Again Holmes was unsure if or even become a high school the"Big River" in 19.99, playing a he would be cast. But the next ater teach r.
"I really like to entertain; it's a
- day he learned that Rando wantlead character.
After spendirig five years on ed to diScuss the role _ill a private growing passion,'' he said.
Graduate student Marcos
the UCF stage, Holmes says he meeting. Cancelirig ., his plane
has seen how theater has shaped ticket baek to Florida, he was Santiago, 24, says that Holmes
his personality and outlook on surprised to learn that he would has real talent. "You can count on
·him onstage, he lands everything,
life.
. join the company as an intern.
"Somehow I've become a
'We did the scene and he almost like a good qance partmuch bigger clown," he sii.id. "I'm said, 'That was great, it'll be nice ner," he said.
"I'm nervous, but I'm al~o
grounded and structured, but I working with you,' " Holmes said.
find myself little more comical; I "I was like, 'I'm ill the show?' very excited about it," said
don't take things seriously. I 'Exactly,' [he said] 'you got the Holmes regarding his big move to
Broadway. He says that what's
rarely get upset.,,
part.' ,,
Holmes' involvement with
Holmes was cast as Billy Boy important is to represent UCF
.
Broadway; he says, is thanks to Bill, a swing character who plays well.
Said Holmes: "[I want to]
his New York agent, Jim more than one role in this absurHardwood. dist melodrama about a town l~arn how the [actillg] busmess
Hardwood first saw Holmes that outlaws private toilets in an works. This will be my first actuact at a talent workshop audition attempt to regulate water con..: al Broadway show so I want to
at UCF. Though Holmes did not sumption. He will be performing learn as much ~I possibly can."

Whaf Knight Is Your Knight? 1

25¢ Wings 6-7:30 p.m. Mondays!
Happy Hour ,
5-8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays!
· $1 Domestic Beers and 2 for 1 Wells

Pool Tables, Dart Boards, and .
Full Liquor Bar
·
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STONEYBROOK EAST
2900 Northampton Avenue Orlando, Florida· (407) 737-4100 _

Dinner for Two Only $18.95
lndudes Appetizer, Two Entrees, and Soh B_everages

Appetizers

'

Bruschetto • Chicken Quesodillo • Chicken Wings • Soup or Salad

Entrees
Fettuccini Alfredo with Grilled or Blackened Chicken
Vegitorian Posto Primavera
Chicken Parmesan with Fettuccini
- Grilled Jerk Pork Medallions over Rice Pilaf
Grilled Grouper with a Light lemon Butter Chardonnay_Sauce
Greek Salad with Chicken
Medium Piz~a with Two Toppings

We do it all at Stoneybrook!

a

Yfeddings, Anniversaries, Birthday Parties, Business Meetings,
Private Parties, Golf Outings, and much, much morer
Please coll for more information about our banquet facility!
Jlist minutes away from UCF off of Alafoya trail
ti
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.Ask
a

doc

Nhung Tran, MD
UCF Student Health Services

I have been hearing .a lot
about SAR,S on the news late~y?

What is this SARS?

S.Aij.S is the acronym for
Severe Acute RespiJ::atmy
Syndrome, which is caused by
a new corona virus. It is highly
but not uniformly contagious.
SARS spreads through droplet
transmission. You are more
likely to contract the disease if
you are in direct close contact
with an infected person as
sharing household or as a
health care worker not taking
precautions.

The incubation period is
from one to 11 days with a
median of five days. All
patients presented with fever
higher than 100.4 degrees
Fahrenheit for more than 24
hours. Also patients can have
dry cough, shortness of breath,
malaise, headache and b()dy ·
aches and hypoxemia.
For the IllOment, the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention in collaboration with other agencies are
tryfug to develop tests for
detecting the antibodies to the
new corona virus. Right now
there are several treatment
regimens, but there is insufficient information to say which
one is more beneficial than
others. It includes steroids,
antibiotics and antiviral medications such as Ribavirin.
To reduce the chance _of
getting the disease, it is best to
' wash hands frequently.
·
Currently, th~re are no travel
restrictions to places that are
directly related to SARS.
However, it is advisable to
postpone a non-essential or
leisure trip to Southeast Asia
until more update information
is available.

E-mail your questions to: Askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

Join Us for Happy Hour
4- 7 pm {; .10 pm-Close

1/2 Price
Mixed Drinks

As low as

·$ I Off- Appet:izers

•
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Wrestlers Puppet on his back, and Meatball pummel each other at Bloody Midgets Ill, a wrestling match held at the Back Booth.

Munchkins duel it out in
blood-spattered spectacle
FROM PAGE

_18

free shots of creamy liquor.
One overzealous spectator
received a quick lesson in manners when he squatted and
hugged MJ-Lo around the waist.
"Do not touch the midgets,"
Puppet roared irately, as the
man fearfully let go of the tiny
woman and tumbled backward,
hands in the air.
After a short break, Puppet
returned to the stage and continued to run his very dirty
mouth. He demonstrated
bizarre midget bedroom skills,
told crazy sex jokes (Such as,
"Honey, I could please you
standing up,") and hosted a
haphazard contest where tipsy,·
college-aged girls predictabiy
peeled off their tank tops and ·
made out with each other for
"~loody Midgets" logo T-shirts.
"This show is 90 percent
sex," grumbled my accomplice,
Kevin. ''When are they going to
wrestle?"
Meanwhile, some of the
females in the audience were
plotting some inidget wrestling
of their own, as I overheard
from a bathroom stall.
"I wanna do a midget," one
groupie shrieked. ''I've always
. wanted to get it on with one."
"Me, too," her friend
agreed. 'We'll find them after
the show."
Some conquest ... but I bet
midget wrestlers get more
groupie-bootie offers than the
WWFguys.
.
Back out in the venue,
Puppet and Meatball's tall,
lanky staff announcer handed
them boxing gloves as they prepared to fight. Meatball growled
menacingly, took his shirt off
and leaned over in a straightIegged stretch where he easily
rested his elbows on the floor.
Wow.
Midget legs sure would
have been helpful for the "sit
and reach" flexibility test in
gym class.
The next thing I knew; the
two cute munchkins had turned
into evil Chucky dolls in the
most feral ways possible.'They
slammed each other into walls,
attacked their announcer and
emcee, broke beer bottles, use(!
broken glass to slice open each

other's foreheads, and rolled
around on the floor among the
crowd.
·Note to self: never get on ·a
midget wrestler's bad side.
The audience loved every
second of it, and I finally understood why, although I still wasn't sure if I agreed with it.
Midget wrestling had the adrenaline rush, violence and faux
excitement of real wrestling without the cumbersome austerity of watching two
Sasquatches pound ea.Ch other
to death,
"That's fake blood, right?"
Kevin asked doubtfully, as thick
red liquid spattered across Ihy
notebook
I wasn't sure - and if it
was, neither Puppet, Meatball
nor D.J. "The Deejay" would
admit it after the show.
"You must not have been
watching," Puppet snapped
indignantly. "You couldn't tell it
was real?"
Um, next topic.
"So what's the craziest
thing that's ever happened at a
show?" I quickly asked.
Puppet willingly boasted
about "the most hard-core·
thing" he'd ever done- being
throWn. over the rope of a
Chicago wrestling ring headfirst into a trash can full of
empty bottles.
"I became pretty wellknown in the wrestling world
for that," he bragged airily.
Meatball's response to my
question, however, was not limited to the wrestling ring.
"I was in the back hooking
up with-this girl after a show;
and my friend videotaped it," he
blurted proudly. "And then he
taped her walking back out to
her boyfriend afterward and
kissing him."
Gross ... but funny.
"I'm ·like the Andre the
Giant of midget wrestling,"
Meatball said excitedly. "I call
that face-in-butt-cheeks move
'the midget stink-face."'
· I left the event very; very
grateful that my own stink-face
had only been there to watch.
Wrestle on, little dudes.
· GJlumnist Linnea Brown can be
reached at lbrown@ucffuture.com
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Im HELP WANTED
Valet Parking - Positions s1arting at ·
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
. outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-84~-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm o_r leave voicemail.
Ozone Fitness Club is c1,.1rrently
looking to hire a kickboxing
instructor. Tilank you to all those
who have applied for the front desk
position last week but·both positions
have bee·n filled. Call 407-617-1788
to apply or e-mail puri@eo3.us

'By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 44 7~4556
.
By E-mail: 'Classili~ds@DCFfuture.com
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115 . · In Person:, University Court, Suite.'115
(UniV. & Rouse behlnd Hess & Chik-Fil-A)
Orlando, FL 32817

*SOFTBALL PLAYERS*
We're looking for male and
female Waterford Lakes
resident competitive players.
Call Carl at 407.306.8005 or
email him at softball@djcarl.com
~Looking fQr excellent players!

****SALES PRO'S WANTED****'
*Up.to $1600 per .week
, *Inbound Vacation Calls
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town
(1-10 = $25 x 10 =. $250)
(11-16 = $30 x 16 = $480)
(17-24 = $35 24 = $840)
(25+ = $40 x 25 $1000)
*Day and Evening Shifts Available
*High Energy and Fun Working ·
Environment
*Flexible part hours avail.
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876

x

=

Swimming Instructors Needed.

$20/hour and up. Set y~ur own
-schedule. Must be certified. Call sh·aron
@ 407-679-4299· or visit us online
·@ www.swim2u.com .'

ACCESS TO PC?
$250+ per week Part Time
Local Interview
Ms. An(jerson
Call 407-249-7998
Christii;ln Pre-School afternoon
teachers needed fcir:
Union Park Christian School
10301 East Colonial Dr., Orlando.

, ·

If you love children and the Lord ·
please call 407 ~282-0551. ·

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
T SHIRTS, HATS, MUGS,
PENS ETC!!
We offer promotional products for any
. event or function. Please call me at
407-313-0822, my name is Victoria
Kerensky. I am your on campus rep.
for Varsity Marketing. We specialize ~
in promotional products that ·make
the Dean's list.
"

SUMMER JOBS!!
*SEVEN WEEKS .
*$2100
*ROOM AND BOARD INCLUDED
*CO-ED C~MP
GET PAID TO PLAY!! .
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and fenfale Summer
Camp Counselors ages 18 an d .up.
FEYC is an overnight camp located
off of highway 450 in Umatilla,:
Florida. The camp runs from June 9July 26. Please contact Krys R.agland
at 1 -800-523~ 1673 ext 251 or
352-669~9443 ext 251.

Mastercard, VISA, AMEX
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$250 a day potential/Bartending

Bartender Trainees Needed.

Training' Provided.
1-800-:293-3985 ext 602

*** $250 a day potential! **"
Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Telephone Pros. State of the art
new call center. HUGE commissions
· with benefits. Get in on ground level'.
Fresh leads and, lists. FT/PT, spanish a
+. Earn $600-$1000 weekly for FT.
, Great career opportunit}t,
"--...... 407-937-0108 x 205.
Female Models Wanted- '1 8-25
Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to 5'10".
For lingerie photo & video
portfolio-demo's; 407-898-7900.

***Internet Marketing***
Full time or Part time. Commission
and bonuses. Serious people only
call 888-701-9209.

SUMMER WORK
$15.00 Base/APPi.
•PT/FT
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• Customer Service/ Sales
• Fun work Atmosphere

(401) 862-8186
www.workforstudents.com

TCBY Treats
Help wanted PIT & FIT.
Flexible Hours.
1945 Aloma Ave, Winter Park.
Call: 407-671-2888
. PENSKE
This entry-level position is a fast
track to gre?ter responsibility in
either SALES and/or OPERATiONS• .
The ideal candidate must have
excellent communication skills,
professional appearance and
possess the ability to work
effectively with numbers and detail.
We are lookin·g for confident
individuals with strong potential
customers. Excellent position for
Seniors in college looking for job
. experience with possibility of going
full-time.
For immediate consideration, please
forward your resume with salary
history. Equal Opp0rtunity Employer.
PENSKE "We'll take you where you want to
go." www.pensketruckleasing.com
Contact: John.Canfield@Penske.com
Penske Truck Leasing
21
West Landstreet Road
Orlando, Fl 32809
ph: 407-857-4083
fax: 407-857-1366
Assistant Needed: Female in Wheel
Chair needs assistance for daily living
activities. Various Hours & Good Pay.
Must be very dependable, some light
lifting required. Call Karyn @
407-835-8190.

Photographer Assistants Neeped
·Bob Knight Photo is currently hiring PIT
Photographer assistants for local
graduations. $35 per event. Must own ·
a business suit, and have a
conservative appearance. Mandatory
training on April 24th @ 5:30pm. All
. 'applicants must be available to work
PIT April - June. Check out our web site
www.bobknightphoto.com
Qualified applicants call Rick ·@
407-328-957 4
***MODELS l'JEEDE6*~*
No Experience Necessary!
Work From Home!
GET PAID NOW!
407-325-8136

COUNSELORS
(SUMMER. CAMP)
5-day & 6-day sessions.
24-hour positions working with
disadvantaged youth, FloridaSheriffs
Youth Camp,
Call (386) 749-9999. *EOE/DFWP*

Get Paid for Working Out. ,
Build your body and your bank account.
local franchise; Two Men and a Truck
is looking for both FT and, PT team
membe.rs to' move residential and
commercial custome-rs. Must be neat in
app·earance, have clean driviQg record,
strong work ethic, a~nd exc;:ellent'
customer service skills. We offer
excellent wages + tips, .and bonuses.
Talk to us about our "Stay The
Summer" incentive program. Lift the
phone anti call us today! 407-852-0925
We are located west of the airport at
2901 McCoy· Rd, between
Conway anq Orange Ave.
PT person needed immediately to work
with a naturolpathic doctor. Computer
and writing skills necessary. Duties may
vary. Call Lisa at 407-897-3435.

Inbound Vacation Sales
$$Phones Ringing Off Hook$$
Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses
Office Near U~F. Call 407-260-1184.

WORKERS NEEDED
Assemble crafts, wood items.
Materials provided. To $480+ wk.
Free information pkg. 24 hr.
801-428-4747
Full Time Cashier/Greeter Needed for
Car'wash. Please Apply @ location
· (Shammy Island on 50 across from
Chili's) or call 407-207-1294.
Must work weekends!
ATTENTION CRAFT LOVERS:
Assemble Nifty Craft Products - FT/PT Earn $50 to $300 per w~ek. Call today
start tomorrow. Se Habla Espanol. Call
813-681-7837 toaay!
Sam - 6pm & Ask for Connie

SUMMErtlN MAINE
Moles and females.
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity.
· Tennis • Water Ski
.Soil • LacroS5e • Ropes
June.to August. Residential.
· Enioy our website. · .·
~ ~ply on line. .:
TRIPP LAKE CAMP ftfr Gi "'
1-800-997-4347

www.tripplokecomp.co~1

lm!J HELP WANTED

Female College I Grad Student
Need a place to live this summer?
In exchange for room & board - FT·child care for 12 year old girl.
Must have car· & driver's license,
references. No drinking, drugs,
smoker. Own furnished room.
House w/ pool. Call 407-696-4596:
All calls returned after 8PM.

summer help
needed at The Future:
Pa~d

Sports Writers
snons@ucnuture.com
News Writers
editor@ucffuture.com
Photographers
photo@ucffuture.com

Professional· w/Flex schedule for PT
Real Estate Photography. Computer
skills, transportation and excellent
customer service skills required.
Please email resume to
HR@videohometours.com
Baby Sitter Needed for adorable
15 mnth•.old baby. Flex. day time
hrs. at our home in Orlando near the
Science Center. Average of 15 to
35/hrs. per week. Seeking young
Christian lady who enjoys children.
$7.00/hr. Please call Maralee ·McKee ·
at ( 407) 898-5392. "

401-441-4555
~art Time Job offer!!
Nutritional Sales. 20%-40%
com.mission. Work at own pace. ·
Friendly environment. Contact Chris ·
@ 321-947.:0999.

· TeleSolutions is looking for part time
employees! You must be
dependable, articulate, honest, and
able to handle production goals.
TeleSolutions is located on a bus
llne at 436 & Old Cheney Road; near
Hwy 50. Call our Hiring Hot Line:
407-581-3777 ext 137.

n

Resp. student to watch 8 yr. old son.
in Tuskawilla area( 6:15 to 8:15 a.m.
3-5 days ~r week. Transportation
required. Starts July. Page
407~763-5,55.

'·

Customer Service Reps PIT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type
·@ ample speed. Located near
Orlando Int Airport. FJexible
Schedule + great pay. AM/PM
positions available. Call
407-243-6150 x 2118.
ENTERPRISE
Seeking success oriented individuals
·
to fill Entry-Level
.
Sales/Marketing/Management
positions in the Central Florida area.
4 year College degree with a good
driving record is req. Sales and
customer service exp. a plus. Fax
reSU!'Tle to: 407-670-1744.EOE

- $9 perwk .
, $8 per wk
$7 per wk
. $1 per wk
$1 per·wk

Charges.listed above include an ad of
up to
line$, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each ad.ditj9nal line.
-

., -407•447-45~ • -~assijieds@IJ(JfulJlre.com

Valet Parking Attendants.Needed
Immediate openings! Locations
throughout Orlando area, ffex
schedules, FT/PT avail, for great pay
and gr~at opp call
407-971-9131

2 ~ues (I-week):
8
Issues (4 weeks):
~~ p.m. Fri. for l\fon. Issue
_5 p.m. Tues. for Th_lirs. Issue , '?4 Issues (12 weeks):
BQlding:
Large
Headline:
. Gash, Check,

Need a.job? TEACH!
With any degree, Qecome
a teacher, just pass
one test, find out how. ,
Floridateachingjobs.com
Join Our Outside Sal.es Team!
Easy Product, Start Immediately,
Paid Daily!
Management OppOfltJnities!
Call 407-661 -1152

COMMISSION SALES REP .
Web-based Nat'I Mktg/Promotional firm
Hiring 5 UCF students as Account
Advocates to sell subscription service~.
Earn $250+/week-Flex. tiours email
C.brown@varsitycoupons:com
1-888-878-0220·.

Bartenders \'l(anted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and ·
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed. Call
1-800-965-6520 ext 107. . .

Sitter Needed. M-Th and sometimes
F. 10-15 hrs/week. $5/h. Christian
babysitter preferred. Six- month
period. Contact Tina@ 407-673-4070.

Lifeguard/WSI Needed!
Must pass life saving test, valid
lifeguard training cert., CPR and First
Aid cert. City of Oviedo pool~
Contact Personnel Dept. @ ··
407-9n-6327.

C#/ASP._NET/SQL2000 programmer ·""
- wanted. Join a company in the growing
0 Aline Entertainment Industry. If you
are the best developer in your ·
classroom or office , email ·your resume
and salary re·quirements to
natebiz@cfl.rt.com .

Inside Sales & Teleresearcher
Ids seeks motivated individuals tor ·B to
B Inside .Sales arid Teleresearcher
positions Must be articulate with some
phone experience. Business/Casual
environment. North side local; N. OBT
.. & Lee Rd. ·Flexible part-time hours M~F.
Email or Fax resume: Email:
jobs@idstelemarketing.com
Fax: 407-532-7304
Phone:- 407-~06-7261 ·
Mother's Helper Needed on Occasion~!
Basis. Must have Car. Duties include
care-giver for 7 yr old and 4 yr old
. twins; Meal prep; and light
housekeeping. SE Orlando location.
Call 407-275-1559

MODELS WANTED!
$1 OOsession. No exp. needed, Females
age 18-25 needed for fashion, glamour &
swimwear photography. We come to you!
Contact at (352)-349-0207 or at
ww.talent-source.net.

·. -

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples,
Maine, TRIPP LA.KE CAMP for Girl&, " ·' ·
Poland, Maine. Noted for picturesque
lakefront locations and exceptional
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August. .
Over 100 counselor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccer, lacrosse,
golf, flag football, roller hockey, field
hockey, swimming, sailing, water skiing ,
gymnastics, dance·, horseback riding,
archery, weight training, newspaper;·
. photography, video, woodworking, ,· ·
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts, silve·r
jewelry, copper enamel; nature study,
radio/electronics, theater, costumer,
piano accompanist, music
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
·c1 imbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes ·
course, secretarial, nanny. Call Takajo
at 800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake at
800-997-4347. Subr:nit application ·
on-line at www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp .com:

~'--/
.
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FOR SALE

m

m

FoRRENT

2 rooms for rent in 4/2 house by Lake
Matching Beige Love Seat and Couch.
Howell HS, 15 min from UCFExcellent Condition. Will sell together or
$475/month-inclds r~nt pwr wtr cbl
· separate for $100/obo. Office Desk and ·
phone DSL intrnt lawn serv. Avail
File Cabinet $50/obo. Call Kevin at
" 5/1/03 . .House furn, bd.rms not. Females
407-340-2384.
only. NO PETS. Jennifer-(h)
407-i377-4782(c)407-923-1484 .
Must Sell!!! Living Room set.

500 watt Dolby Digital Hometheatre
w/warranty. Incl. 5 speakers and
stands; Digital Remote Control; DVD
Player. Original boxes, instructions
and receipts. Will sell together or ·
separate. Call Sam at 407-709-5098
for prices.
HR Jornada 568. Many accessories
incl. wireless capabilities. Compact
flash. 256 and 128 MB.
8 month protection plan left. $3;>0.
can· 407-929-8426 . .

Moving Sale! ·
Good 'turniture -for cheap price.
Black leather sofa $220, 2 beds $150
each, 2 chesjs for $20 each, coffee
table w/ two end tables $40 for all,
small dining table w/ four chairs $30 for '
all, brand new micro.wave $35. Prices
are .negotiable. 407-737-9304.

UCF. Only $700/moCall 407-872-6277 '

Spacious Townhouses

Mendel Villas

Great Summer: Sublet!!!

~AUTOMOTIVE
WHOLESALE
Save big money! Buy your next vehicle
wholesale. Any vehicle, any make, ariy
model. Broker: 407-947-5464.

!! DO NOT PAY DEALER
RATES!!
Attention all l,JCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality
· auto repair/maintenance, etc? Don't
delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399:7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
independent shop rates!
2001 Town and Country Chrysler Van.
Excellent c0nd./all electric w/alarm.
Extended warranty-70,000 miles.
CD/cassette/radio. $13,500.
407-421-6265 or 407-359-9297.
1993 Nissan 300zx ~ Pearl White,
T-Tops, Auto, Leather, 6-disc cd,
Qriginal owner & well maintained , must
see to appreciate! 147k miles.
$8900/obo 407-924-1508

HOT RID_E!!! '96 NISSAN
MAxlMA. $8500 080.
Enkei rimS. w/ ne'I.{ tires, amazing stereo
system, Eibach performance sprin·gs,
Euro tail lights, rear spoiler, tints,
sec:'urity system, 87 ,ooo highway miles.
Call 497-625-0006. /
-·

only $650 including w Id.

Available now!
Call 407-324-7773

2000 Honda Accord LX. Great car. Very_ .
reliable. Power windows, ower doors.
Blue exterior, graY:blue int rior. 4 doors. _-.
Musts:ll $11,000. Call ,32. \689~7700:
Blue 2000 VW Jetta GLS, automatic,
Only $12,000/obo!! -73,000 miles, comes With 100,000 mile
. warranty. Only avail until may 10,
please call ASAP _
Call Keva 407-832-9983 -

1991 Pontiac GrandAM, 2 door,
4 cyl. 44K orig. miles. AC, power
steering, ,power ,bra~es, AM/FM radio
• and bucket seats. $2800 obo; Little
- old lady car located at Palm Valley.
Contact 4.07-359-1837.
Corolla~**
4-Door Sedan, 5-speed, Cold Ate,
AM/FM radio, power steering, 95k
miles, runs great, excellent condition
in and out! Only $3900 obo.
·call 407-671-7182

***1996 Toyota

NEW HOMES FOR RE;NT

• 1 & 2 bedroom floor plans
• Two Months Free Rent for ·
Immediate Move-in!
• Summer Wait list Specials
(June, July & August)
• Mention this ad and we'll
waive your application fee

,
__=_

~

*Summer Lease ASAP*
The Gatherings Apts.
5 mins from UCF. Unfurnished. All
util. incl. $415/mnth. Female please.
Call Tina 561-926-2020 or
Tinabel7@aol.com

NS wanted for room in 3bd/2bth
NEW HOME. Only $400 + 1/2 util.
Only 5 mins from UCF in Regency
Park. ·Paol, computer, Cable, phone,
nice furniture. Call 407-207-6320

Female to rent room in great new
home. 30 minutes from UCF, on
channel lak~s:'Pool, jacuzzi, furnished
room. No deposit. Only $400 a month
(flexible) includes everything (phone,
cable, util). Call 407-466-9612 today!

House for Rent
Beautif\,11 Waterford lakes home. 4
bell 3ba.with pool and 3 car garag~.
Available Immediately. $1500/mo.
Contact Raman @321-377-5803.

One bedroom avail. for the summer!
$385/mnth. University Town Houses.
Furnished, free cable, and high speed
internet.
Call Carl @ 407-375-7067.

• Waterford/UCF Area - Newer 3/2 or 4/2
homes over looking private wooded
area. 2:car garage. All the upgrades
with comm: pool! From $1 ,?9Q.
Super nice! 407-833-0063.

m

Room avail. in 3/2 liome
behind UCF.

Mature Male or Female Roommate
wanted to share 2/2 apartment in
. Waterford Lakes for summer term
(June 1 - Aug 31 ). W/D in unit, pool.
Only $450/mo + 1/2 util.
- Call Ann Marie 407-207-8941 :.

Lease from May to end of July.
$415/mnth. All util. incl.
Call 407-492-4332 or 407-736-9709.

UCF/University High Area
Great 3'/2•duplex completely tiled,
freshly renovated, rents f9r $950/ ' .
mo. Avail IMMEDIATELY!
Call LA Real Estate, ask for Michael
:-Or Cindy' 407-679-2600

TWO ROOMS AVAIL. FOR
'
SUBLEASE

..,..., .

Jm

HOMES

• ·condo hear UCF, at Hunter's Reserve.
·~ ·
- 2/2, vaulted .ceilings, · '
W(b; screened balyony, upp~r~end unit.
.
·$95-,000.
.'
-·
Ple~se Cali: 904-614-3120 ·

Starting at $750/mb: ·c~ll or ~mail: · · 4bdi£5bth Carillon/Dorchest~r. Ne~r
Cindy @ LA Re~,ki.=~~~~ ~- - -~
. •UCF. LR, F~, 3 way spilt~ $177900.
407-679-2600 LAReal~~1~,~~cq"!-:_, . -, 3bdi2bth Kingsbridge $167900. 2/2

' .

. -:;;'.~,.l"; ,· -_,

.'>- :-. ..

c9n·dci'."$'7:4~90Q: 8e~erthan' dorms! .

· Fully. Furnished ~ 11 _~nva.~!}P~~me,nt- . ·' ··> Call Realfor: .Ocmna Ashley
(bed, bathroom; hv.ing/~!lc.Rl=!!l~fte)·,_
"· , ,,:~i.':. .407..-463~11~0. :'-.,
·. u~st~i[S in Ovi~if~Hlome. ·on~y_L$B.Qg/m9,~
Keiler:Wmiam~'AElvantage Realty.
\;-f,~ '· • inclu water, elec, trash. Ple~se Call
Sublease in North gate 'Lakes Apt. avail~··
k inda @ 407-36~.:;.~~~~for
asap·. 4 'bed/~ bath. All util. incl.
· :::-~_LBGtutor@yah.~'?~?m
$300/mnth. Call Sarah at 850-543-3352
=·;, '. · · ·
or e-mail Skloyd@aol.com.

FoRRENT

How do you remember your friends?
With pictures? Gr~uation Is
· coming soon. Get pro results,
without the cost. Visit: ·
·
www.BlueEyesPhotography.com
i

FRENCH TUTOR ***
Experience a French born teacher, All
levels, Reasonable ·rates. Adults and
kids. 5 miles from- U.CF.
·Gall 407-482-2343. or leave message

. F-emale R;ommate- Needed for 2/2 condo. Only 1 mi. from campus!
$500/mo includes everything! Move in
August· 1. Call Sara @·
407-971-9354 or 239-281-1937

Get A Coach to Facilitate Greater
Success in School, Relationships,
Health, or Work. Only $7 per Session
w/ Satisfaction Guaranteed. Mike @
407-925-1555

M/F wanted for. furnis_hed BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6.mins from UCF, $475hno
inclu util, nJs, no pets, sec sys, pool
- & tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
'
· 239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400:

Grad student looking fo~someone to
·move intb 2/2 close to UCF. Fenced in
yard, W/D', cable tv, OSI,., appl. incl.,
must like dogs, rent is.$450 + 1/2 util.
Call Gillian @ 407-482-4098 or e-mail
@ geckhardt@hotmail.com

'

Expunge crin:1irial record.
.

$499* .

Limited time offer•.Call 407-210-6588.
· taw Office of James T. Hetz, P.A.
Former state-expungement attorney.
·*Exel. FDLE app..& court fees.
Visa/MO acc. Office Orlando.
The hiring of a lawyer is an
important decision that should not
be based soley on advertising.
Before you decide ask us to ~end
you.free written info. a~out our
qualif. and exp.
I'

m1J

EVENTS

MISS CENTRAL FLORIDA
PAGEANT
·Prizes Valued At More Than $1,200! .
May 23-24, 2003 if1:Kissimmee, FL.
Contact: Terri @ (321) 768-2487
e-mail: MCFDirector@juno.com.

1 or 2 roommates needed in nicely
furnished 3/2 house. 2 miles from UCF.
Bedroom not furnished. Community
pool. $430/mnth + util. Must be clean.
Call 407-489-3075.

mJ

HOMES

Is THIS YOUR RENT MONEY?
WOULD YOU RATHER KEEP IT?

For free inform.ation
www.s~oppayingrentorlando.com

One Bedroom/One Bath Duplex, only
duplex in single-family area. Two miles ·
S of.Oviedo, 2 miles N of UCF.
Only $500/mo.
Call 407-365-3648 .

ROOM AVAIL BY UCF. $400 INCL
ALL UTIL. FURNISHED WITH BED.
'HOUSE HAS WASHER, DRYER,
POOL TABLE, BIG SCREEN TV.
.
ACCESS TO POOL AND
VOLLEYBALL COURT. FEMALES • ·
~ ONLY. .CALL 407-468-3161.

www.destinedtotetl.com
Online Soap Opera

m

Rouse Rd, near 408. Only $350/mo + - "~--------------·
util. Racquetball, volleyball, pool, gyni.
· M Jooking for M/F roommate ~
No deposit required. Call Tanya
15 min UCF/ 5 min Valencia
407-925-68.12
'
$350/mo + 1/2 util. Unfrnshd bdrm.
· 1yr lease. Jul. or Aug. moye-in_. .~
Ho.uses and/or Rooms for Rent
... Call Dave @ 321 .:-235-8731 or
Close to UCF
' , E-mail @ radzo69@y_~hoo.com.
Starting @ $425 + utilities
Call Karin 305-522-1814
Roommates wanted to ·rent in 4bd/2ba,
Leave Message ·
pool, cable modem,and cable t.v.
Located 3 mi. from UCF through back
Room for female in 3/2 home. Less
roads. $425 INCLUDES.ALL!!! Contact
than one mile from campus. Furnished',
Ken @ 407-658-7904.
incl. util., and DSL $325/mo. Call
407-971 -6748.
, Grad student looking for someone to •
move into 2/2 close to UCF. Fenced in
Walk to UCF! 212 Townhouse with
yard, W/D, cable tv, DSL, appl. incl.,
W/D avail May/June Only. Only
must like dogs, rent is $450 + 1/2 util.
$675/mo. 1250 sq ft!
Call Gillian@ 407-482-4098 or e-mail
Greg 407-249-3845
@ geckhar:dt@hotmail.com
Apartments also only $625!

4bd/2bth new homes in UCF area
for rent $1095 to $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or WWW.ORLRent.com
to view our rentals.
RE/MAX 200 Realty.

2 Bed 2 Bath Condos within walking
·distance to UC'F.' Fitst llooi' avail.
' Basketball, voll~yb~ll,'. tennis, pool,
pets allow.ed._Qui~t. Complex. ~ :__ .

M looking for a M roommate. 1 mile
from UCF. $400/mo. No deposit. Incl.
EVERYTHING. Unfurnished. ~ust
remodeled every room in hous·e.
Access to pool. Tony 407-484-6744,

in 2/2, Pine Harbour Apartments off of

'

4bd/4bth @ Pdgasus Lar)ding.
Free UCF shuttle. Fully fumish~d. All
util. incl. HUGE bed/bath with W/D.
Cable + HBO. 3 ppills ·arfo mq're."$480
each room, Call t::aurer1. @_
407-362-4922 and 321-277-7890:

negotiable. Contact Michelle @ · ·
561-251-93_
94.
·

Femal~ looking for Female Roommate .,

2001 Chrysler Sebring LXi
Great Condition, Only .21,000 1miles
Satin Wl:lite 2-door coupe, sunroof, ·
. leather, power everything, 6-cd
- changer, premium wheel. Only
$14,900/obo. Call 407-234-2759

· BBallNBall, Pool, Gym. Priv Bath. Fre~
Ethernet & Cable, 1 pr,evious owner
321-765-1330 or 321-759-4836
·
·

Sublease avail. for M/F May 1 to July .
_, 31st in Pegasus Pointe. Fully
- furnished. All util. incl. $425/mnth.
· No dep. Call 407-971-1233 or e~mail
mariadmiller@yahoo.com.

Room avail. for Female in Northgate
. Lakes, across from UCF. Fully furn.
4bd/4bth, all util. incl. $399/mo. 5/1/03 .
to 8/4/03 w/ option of renting for next
year. Call Kristina@ 941-685-3457.

407-657-0011

~ Room Avail in NEW 3 BDRM APT only

Room for rent in 4bd/4ba locat~d in • ·.
Pegasus Landing. Available May,
June, and July or per mon_th. Rent

Summer Sublease Apartment @
University House on Alafaya. Only
$350/mo fully furnished. 4bd/2._5bth.
For mor~ info. call Mallari~ ~
954-557-0919 or e-mail me at
Girlee2399@aol.com

FOR RENT. 3bd/2bth villa in Sherwood
Forest. Clean.modern, quiet unit w/
neutral colors. W/D in unit. 1/2 mile to,
UCF or University High School.
$850/mnth for entire villa: Pest service
and lawn care incl. Avail. mid June.
321-452-7388 or cell: 321-698-1488

Glen
Apartments

- Resumes CoverLetters
$29.95 each or $49.95 for -both.
. written by HR pro. No form letters.
Call 407-268-4734 or email:
· resu.meservice~@_cfl.rr.com

1 min fr.om UCF. ·Only $375 + util. ·

2/2.5 w/ garage,

Heather

SERVICES

Perform Better! Schooi, Sports
· ·or Sexf Hel.p for. YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
• NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0~45

2 story HOUSE available now!
3 bd/2.5 bth : Located in Waterford
Lakes. 1o mins ..to UCF. Available May
. 15th. $1200/mnth~ $600 deposit.
Call Emi @ 407-970-3209.

I

II

HOMES

• B~a~ii--New -Housefor Rent-·4
Bedroom·, 2 Bath, 2-qar _Garage. Only
5 mins from UCF! N~ pets.
. Rent is $1300/mo.
Call 407~695-5551

2 Great Units Available!
212, W/D, great location across from ·

(Together or separate). Call Kristen at
·
407-341-3464 for info.

ALL SONY ENTERTAINMENT
SALE

mJ

FoRRENT

MichaelJ. Hinkley,
L.A. Real Estate, Inc
407-679-2600 ext. 104

i1J

MISC

11J

Misc

Trying to lo.cote a 22 Year.old Kid _named Jay~.~
. He's a Scorpio, and he is so unknowingly loved.. It's time he knows...
If you recognize this p'icture or know soll)eone who does; do~'t hesitate
· to contact one of these numbers and
let one of us know••

856-207-5131 /239~272-4477
.80-695-9423/214-891-0708
.239-634·4675:
This ls a matter of .the heart, and
often times they ~annot be explained
with words. Just intuition and inner
certainties t~at can't. b~ validated.
Not right away anyw_ays..
Just know, it's so reaL Th'Urik.you.

l ~
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.Statewide Job Fair
,
May 8, 2003 • 10 a.m. -3 p.m. ,at the UCF Arena
/
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I always saw _myself- working in an office. B_ut it turned o,ut I like.

!f) 'VI

·

thinking on my. feet, doirg ten thi':1gs at o. n~e. I like managing a
ha lance sheet impacting ~ $6 billion ·company. ·An.d I definitely- like
the .potential to earn more ·money than my friends climbing _-the; .
corporate ladder.

.

It's a little surprising how much I enioy it. But Enterpris·e is a
· surprising ·place. They train me. Support me. Reward me when-

. I perform. Yet they let me do it my way, and 1-'ve ne~er learned
so m_uch in my life. ·

My f.trscrMl tftttrfr~se

•
•

,$$Enter~.,r:!~~I

f

4}1

J

e·nterprise.com/ careers

I

Enterprising applicants, please send resume to:
Christine Todd, Recr.uiting Manager,
130 University Park Dr., Ste. 235, Winter Park, FL 32791.
phon~: (407) 670-1733 ext. 201

e-mail: ctodd@erac.com

fax: (407) 670-J 7:44
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'GETTING STARTED.

·How to work · ~ job fair

Serv.i ng Central Florida_·
·-··;:;::_---

LUPFER-.FRAKES

u· RAN

·.I NS

Before the job fair
• Proof your resume and make copies on
quality bond paper. for distribut.ion at the job fair.
. • Research employers that will be .attending.
.. . • Prepare a three minute presentation on
yourself and practice it out loud.
::· .., Prepare questions to ask.
~5 • J?res,s:.!n business attire.

2003 Statewide
Job." Fair

Exp e ·r

i

en~ e ·.

CE

_Vision

Thurs.~- ~-~Y.: 8 · 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. at~fi.~. UCF Arena

.

. ~t the jqh.faii: ·

.,

. ~ • ·i;;~thusfastically introduce yourself to
are qualified and are intereste<! ~ performing.
. employers.\
As an example, if you are p\µ'suing a career
._ • ·.Af;~, some of the following questions ·Of
in
retail
management you should approach all
~mployers:· ·
.
employers
at the fair that are in tliat field. In the
- :· :- What types of career opportunities are
30 or so seconds that you have to make .a positive
.. · availa:ble?i •::·
, .
· .:- Whaf:a;-e the growth projections for the next · and lasting first impression, apprmic~ W,tth a firm
handshake and introduce yourself. Demonstrate
year?
;(
.
.
.
your enthusiasm through a quick, convrncing,
· _. . - How ni.~y employees do you have?
one-~entence statement about your intent to pur-·
- What ar~ the compaily's top goals?
- What qualities does your company look for sue a career in retail management and your
desire to learn lrn;>re about company X's managein a· candidate?
. - Ar_e you hiring for the local Orlando area? _ment training program.
.You have ~o be able to hit the right button with
Be-open to·mQvirig.
that
representative, very quickly, convincing them
. :,.;"Will I have the opportunity to work on spethat you can be useful to the company. Now is
cial projects?
when you present your resume with a smooth,
•. Giv:e employers your resume.
confident motion.
• ASk for a business card.
Compare this·approach to "What do you have
• Th~ the employer for their time.
to offer me?," which is what most job fair attendees say. Imagine if you will for a moment that you
After the job fair
are
an employer at a job fair lasting about six
·
• I)ebrief yourself. Make notes (names,
hours. Anywhere from 300 to 1,000 job candidates
~dresses, phone numbers, impressions).
could stop at your display. That's about 50 to 150
• Mail·tharikyou·cards and/or letters.
per
hour! Some candidates will.demonstrate their
• Mail cover letter and resume reiterating
initiative, job experience, training, enthusiasm,
.
your interest in the company.
confidenc~ and job search preparedness; howev. .
·, • Be patient.
er,
others will present themselves passively and
• Plan a follow up strategy if you do not hear
be guaranteed in$tant failure.
back from them.
Listen very carefully to what the recruiter
says,
whether there is hope for further discussion
- .Job faii'S are exciting and can be fun. The
and
how
you can follow-up. Now is the time to
open air market atmosphere produces a relaxed
environment where you can interact with employ- pick up their literature - annual reports,
ers and sharpen your interviewing skills Without brochures, etc. Being prepared is the key to getthe anxiety.associated with the closed dom one- ting the most out of a job fair.
Let's assume that you know all about dresson-one formal interview. Fbr candidates' _
ing
for
success. Remember you may have only 30
know how to "work" t)?.em, job fairs can be
seconds
to make your case. Imagine how impor¢remely beneficial; and in today's super-cOmpetitive-jol:rmarket, there is no more .efficient way tant that first impression must be to the employer.
If we are talking non-technical fields here the
to promote your availability to employers.
employer has to assess the personalities and ~bvi
~ere else can you find such a concentration
of potential e:rp.ployers in one place? Where else ous strengths of potential candidates.
Your resume will be your strongest and most
can you interact with hiring officials and company
us~ful tool at the job fair. Prepare a crisp and eye
executives, identify available opportunities, collect company literature and business cards for catching, one-page resume that starts with a well
future networking and possibly get a lead, appli- defined career objective. Make sure that you
cation or an invitation for an interview? These establish a firm linkage between your goals and
events are good not only for the job seeker, but your experiences. Your resume must reflect your
excellent communication skills as well as your
~o for the employer. Where else can they see
such a concentration of potential candidates in attention to details - no typos, misspellings or
bad grammar.
.
· .
.
one place?
It
is
up
to
you
to
get
what
you
want
out
of
a
It is essential that you study the job market.
Having an understanding of your field of interest job fair. If you want it to be more than just wancan help you in approaching a job fair table even dering from table to table with empty handshakes,
if you know nothing about that employer except you better plan a strategy and be prepared.

-:,Z,

Offering.·. f le~fbi.1 i~-;~
Independence _
And Financial SecuritY ·

r

Hit AHome Run
With YOur -Career!

who

the fact_that they have a function for which you

-COURTESY Uff CRC

Now Hiring Texans...
or people who want to be.
.v

Get wh~t you want in a business career with Steak n Shake. We seek
energetic, people-oriented individuals with excellent. communication
and leadership skills to begin successful, rewarding careers' as we
.expand in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.
·

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENTPROGRAM

an

You will have the opportunity to. advance at
accelerated pace'
based upon the track record that you build. Training will be .
conducted in Orland<;>, immediately followed by relOcation to·DallasFort Worth. We offer competitive salaries, bonuses, profit sharing,
~mployee stock-purchase plan, 401(k), paid '\('acation, health/life
insurance, · compr~hensive training, 5 day work weeks, and much
more!

Steak n Shake-join us at the top. Please forward your resume to~
Steak n Shake, Attn: HumaQ. Resources Manager, 455 Douglas Ave,
Suite 1755, Altamonte Springs, FL 32714. Fax: 407-788-9250 or call
800-95-SHAKE. !WSE symbol SNS. We ~e an equal opportunity
employer comrmtted to a diverse workforce.

More than 100 employers fill the arena every year to·recruit current and graduating students.
l
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A letter from the director
Dear Students:

• Career Counseling
• Career Workshops
• Internship and Job Listings
• Job Fairs
• Career Library
• Career Information
Resource via the Web
• Free Career Publications ·&
Magazines
• Cover Letter & Resume
Critique
• On-Campus Interviews
• Mock Interview Program

The University of Central
Florida Career Resource Center
is pleased to host the 2002
Statewide Job Fair! On behalf of
. the staff of the Career Resource
Center, I'd like to encourage you
to attend this important event. ·
Over 100 companies interested in
recruiting UCF students will be
available to discuss full-time
.career opportunities. Many of
these companies also sponsor
inte~nship opportunities. This is
All of these services are
FREE of.charge for current UCF
a "must attend" event for college
Seniors and students who have ·
students! Students should
just graduated or·will do so over
-register via the G.O.L.D.
the summer. FOr other students, · Connection to take full advantage
this event provides a: unique_
of the internship and job seeking .
· . opportunity to explore various
· services.
career options, to find
· .
The Career Resource Center
information about many of the top is located in the Student Resource
U.S. oorporations and to network · · ··Center CompleX, Rm. 185 and is
with recruiting professionals.
open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
We'd also like you to stop by
through Friday. We look forward the-Career Resource Center or · ·_'to helping you jump-start your
visit us via the internet at
career.
www.crc.ucf.edu where we can
Melanie L Parker. Director
help you with a full-range of
Career Resource Center
career plallning and employment
search services. 'From the firstyear student generating career ,
options tailored to their strengths_
and preferences; to sophomores
researching and narrowing their
career plans; to juniors seeking
career-related experience; to
seniors and graduate students
preparing for and implementing
their employment search; career
specialists can provide targeted
strategies for success. Services
·include:

The·pCrfectinterview
KATRINA HAMMER
STAFF WRITER

The call just came. Everyone loves the C411:
"Hello this is so-and-so from such-and-such-company. I ~ just calling to see if we could set up an
interview."
· So, you take the next several minutes running
around the room, callfug friends and dancing with
joy.
.
· But now what? Your heart starts pumping and
the questions race through your head. What to·.
wear? What to say? How to act?
<There are a few incredibly simple steps that ·
can be taken to avoid a nighµnare interview.

Before t11e·· interview

· ·. ~

.

~

Know that getting reooy.for an .interview
should take plaCe at least two to three days before
the actual interview oooui's. Nothing should be lastminute when it oomes to preparing for the interview.
·
Consider the J)erfeM; interview outfit based on
the.position and oompany you are seeking. ·
. .
Clothes make the .man (or woman), but they ·
make the job seeker. Pick an outfit several days .
'before the interview. Make sure that it is cleaned
· and pressed. Always avoid anything flashy, tra&hy,
unoomfortable and, most of all, unprofessional. -In ·
most cases, that means leaVing your lucky pink halter-top·in the closet.

also

Bring P»PieS of your resume

· ·

·

- · · This may seem like a no-brainer, but it is often
overlooked Make sure to make several good-quality copies of your resume on Dice; heavy, neutral-eol. ored paper. Store them in a folder that will prevent
them from getting wet, wrinkled or dirty.

Organize the extras
Arrange any documents or papers you would
like your potential employer to_see. This includes

anything in your portfolio, references and outstand·
ing work

'

l
. .'

a~

Choose Interview outfit.
Have it cleaned attd pressed. Prittt extra copies of your resutttt

Orgattize exf.:a.

doc~~ettts at1d work.

b~efcase

·,' Stock purse or.
with .
· · petts, paper, 11thtts. etc. ·,

.,I
.'

.

'

.

Research co111pany. .

(

Ptactlc~ p~t=t1tlai lt1fervlew questlot1~. ,_, ,

with frletid or 11tlrror.

Sciod thank.yau

.~ota after ltrtervl&w.

CmuSTOPHER ARNOW I CFF

Stock the essentials
Load your purse or brief~e with pens (make
sure they work), Mme paper or a notebook, a ·
comb, tissues, an umbrella_(especially if the interview is in Orlando) and some breath mints.

Brush up

.

.

Do your homework and look over some

important facts and history about the company for
which you have appli~ to work Simply knowing
the company's mission statement, researching
some of its potential projects or commenting on its
PLEASE SEE

Follow ON B-s ·

(

f
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Akey ingredient to a l_asti,~9 im-pression i~ a firm handshake.

ADAM RoscHE I CFF

Follo'Y ~ up with

thank-you note ,
FROM PAGE

·'
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history is often _impressiVe to
interviewers. Memorize these
facts.
Look for information-on the
Internet, starting with the company's Web _site. If the company
has one, chances are there are
links to its history and other
valuable information.

Follow the cliche: .
practice makes perfect.

•

It just makes sense to practice the interview. This _should
be done the night before the
- interview. _That way, practice
questions and answers will still
be fresh in your head the next
day.
.
Prepare a list of frequently
asked intervi,ew questions.
Have a friend act as the inter. viewee or simply practice by
yourself with amirror. This. will
help you to be able to answer
questi9ns quickly and to prevent
panicking.

important. Hand gesturing is
perfectly fine and also complet~
ly natural, but do not get carried
away. Do not fidget. Do riot play
with your hair, tap your foot
repeatedly or click :the top of
your pen. There is nothing
worse to make you look more
nervous.
Finally, the interviewer will
ask if you have any questions.
Never, ever say "no." Asking
questions proves your interest
in the company and job. Ask
questions about the responsibilities of the job, ask the inter- viewer to elaborate -on something they mentioned earlier or
ask a question about the company.

After the interview
· The interview is over, but
you did perfect because you followed the simple tips listed
above.

Now, seal the deal by sending
a simple thank-you note

Thank-you notes help the
interviewer remember you, and
Typically, lasting impres- ~· also help you to stand out. In
sions are made within the first fact, it is estimated that only
10 seconds of meeting an inter- about 5 percent of job seekers
viewer. It is the first 10 seconds · send a follow-up note or card.
Cards can be handwritten
. that can play .a n important role
in determining whether or not or sent by e-mail. Just make
the interviewee receives a job. · sure to send the card within 24
· It is always a good idea to hours after the interview.
There are a few guidelines
open with a good, firm hand- ·
shake.
'for each ·format.
Chemistry, or ~ lack of
Handwritten:
_
chemistry, between the inter- • Write the nQte in pen, not
viewer and the interviewee is pencil
determined based on both. • Trash mistakes and start
appearance and body language; over.
.
.
according to monster.com. • Proofread carefully. Better
Shortly after meeting, an opin- yet, have a friend proofread.
ion is formed by the interviewer.
E-mail:
To avojd a negative opinion, · • Choose a conservative, proavoid vibes of desperation. Fbr fessional font in black.
instance, rather than telling the • Avoid e-cards that come
interviewer about really need- across unprofessional:
ing a job, comment on the result • Do not "CC" or carbon copy
the note to others.
of possibly receiving the job.
Listen to what the inter- • Check spelling carefully.
viewer says a.nd be prepared to
In the thank-you note,
explain your interpretation of include strong points that were
the information. Also, take note · discussed' during the interview
of the tone and pace at which and write anything important
the interviewer talks: Try and that you may have forgotten to
copy this pace to keep the cpn- mention.
versation on the same level.
A sloppy, error-filled note
When the interviewer will prove deconstructiVe, while
begins questioning, avoid saying a nicely written, professional
anything -negative about past p.ote will improve chances.
relationships. This includes
Find all these helpful hints
both former bosses and cowork- and more on.line at:
• monster.com, "Interviews are
.ers.
Also, try to remain calm Like First Dates," by Carole ._
·and focused. Look the inter- Martin
"A Crash
viewer in the eye and talk slow- • hotjobs.com,
in
Interview
ly and carefully. Try not to bab- Course
Preparation," by Christopher
ble or rush your thoughts:
Body language is very Jones

During the interview

as

TRAINEE OFFICERS:

CERTIFmD OFFICERS:

$30,000

$42,774 - $57,525

(Salary Upgraded to Certified Officer
· Upon Successful Completion
of the Police Acade1!'y)

(Salary Placement Dependent on Qµali.fications)

-MINIMuM
.. MlNIMuM

REQUIREMEN:fS

REQUIREMENTS--

A BACHELORS DEGREE FROM AN
ACCREDITED CQLLEGE (or)

A BACHELORS DEGREE FROM AN
ACCREDITED COLLEGE (or}
4 YEARS MILITARY EXPERIENCE
ANDAT LEAST 60 CREDITS FROM
AN ACCREDITED COllEGE

4 YEARS lAW ENFORCEMENT
EXPERIENCE AND AT LEAST 60 CREDITS
FROM AN ACCREDITED COLLEGE

All candidates must successfully complete a Basic Abilities Test, Swim/Agility·Test, Written
-Exam, Formal Oral Board Interview, Computerized Voice Stress Analysis (CVSA), Drug Test, .
Psychological Evalu3:tion and Compre~ensive Background Investigation.
• Comprehensive HMO or PPO Health/DentalNision Plan
• Life and Disability.In~~ce/Optional Additional Life Insurance at Group Rates
• 20 Year Retirement Pension Plan w /65% Payout of Base Regardles~ of Age
• lOYearVesting/Can Choose Early Retirement at Reduced Benefit Percentages ,
• Take Home Vehicle After Probation for Officers Within the City of Coral Springs
•Uniforms, Weapons andAll Equipment Provided Except for Leather
• Tuition Reimbursement Including Books
• 10 ·Paid Holidays/2 Personal Days/96 Hours SickAnnually
• 96 Hours Annual Leave for )-5 Years of Service

To apply on-line please visit our website at

www.coralsprings.org Email questions to:
pdsde@coralsprings.org

VlslT US ON MAY 8th at
the STATEWIDE JOB FAIR
@ the UCF ARENA!!!!

The Central Florida Future • May 7, 2003
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The List

Alisting of tables at UCF's
2003 Statewide Job Fair

A.G. Edwards &Sons, Inc.

f.arlton Palms Educational Center

Collier County Sheriff's Office

Table 62 (1st Floor) .
www.a£1edwards.com

Table 52 (1Sf Floor)

Table 13 (1st Floor)
www.colliersheriff.org

Hiring for: Financial Consultant
Majors recruited: Finance and
all Business

Advantage Trading Group
Incorporated
Table 28 (1st Floor)
www.ernpirenmv.com
Hlling for: Operations and
Assistant Equity Trading
Majors recruited: Business and
Finance

AFIAC Winter Park
Table.1(1st Floor)
www.atlac.com
Hiring for: Sales/ Associate
Majors recruited: Business and
Education

·AIG American General

Table 51 (1st Floor)
·
www.aigcor]Jorate.com

Hiring for: Financial Planners/
Representatives
Majors recruited: .All ·majors

Hiring for: Therapist
Majors recruited: Psychology, .
Sociology, Education, and Criminal
Justi()e

Hiring for: Corrections Deputy and
Law Enforcement
· Majors recruited: Criminal Justice

Cendant Mortgage

Computer Associates

Table 67 (1st Floor)
www.cmjobs.com

Table20 (1st Floor)
www.ca.com

Hiring for: Sales Consultant, Loan
Counselors, and Closing Reps
Majors recruited: All majors

Hiring for: Inbound/Outbound Sales
Representative and Teleleads
Representativt3s
Majors recruited: College of
Business, College of Engineering
and Computer Science; and
Computer Information Technology

Cintas Corp.
Table 34 (1st Floor)
Hiring for: Sales Representative

Majors recruited: Marketing and.AU
Business

City of Coral Springs Police Dept
Table 39 (1st Floor) ·
www.coralsprings.org
Hiring for: Law Enforcement
Trainee and Law Enforcement
Officer
Majors recruited: All majors

Court Services &Offender
~upervision Agency
·
Table 36 (1st Floor)
www.csosa.gov

Cox Radio - K9l FM

Cox Target Media

Table 26 (1st Floor)
www.K92FM.com ·

Tbale 27 (1st Floor)
www.coxtarget.cam

Hiring for: Community Supervision

Hiring for: Radio Sales

Hiring for: Account Executives/

Officers, Treatment Assessors, and
Drug test4ig Technicians
Majors recruited: Psychology,
Criminal Justice, and Social Work

Professional
Majors recruited: Advertising!
Public Relations, Business and
Marketing

Media Consultants
Majors recruited: Marketing
· PLEASE SEE PAGE

AmeriQuest Mortg~ge
Table 75 (1st Floor)
www.ameiiquest
mortgage.com.
Hiring for: Account Executive

Majors recruited: Acoounting,
Business and Finance
·

Army Materiel Command
Table ll1 (2nd Floor)
www.amc.army.mil
Hiring for: Safety Program and
AMC 'Fellows
Majors recruited: Business, ·Economics, Efuance,
Management Information
Systems, Computer Science,
Electrical Engineering,
Information Systems
Technology, and Mechanical.
Engineering

Bank One
Table 43 (1st Floor)
www.bankone.com
Hiring for: Collections ·
Representative, Sales and
_Service Adviser, and Team
Manager
.
Majors recruited: All majors

Wo~r drive
o~r ~~J1?rore. '

Bankers Life &Casualty
Table·23 (1st Floor)

1tj~

Hiring for: Unit Manager
Majors recruited: Business and
Finance

Becker Conviser Professional
Review
Table 73 (1st Floor)
www.beckercanv1iser.com
Hiring for:
Majors recruited: All majors ,

Bridgestone/Firestone ·.
Table 2 (1st Floor)
Hiring for: General Manager ~d

Sales Manager ·
Majors recruited: College of
Business

Brintech, Inc. ·
Table 48 (lst Floor)
www.brintech.com
Hiring for: Consultant! Associate

Majors recruited: Business,
Finance and Computer Science,
and all majors.

f.amp_aigri Corps-A Project of
EMILY's list
Table 63 (1st Floor)
www..campaigncorps.org
Hiring for: Participants for 2003
Majors recruited: All Arts and
Sciences

You're off to -a gr~-at start.
If you~re a highly motivated, self-starter ready to begin your career, with ·a company that gives
you the resources you-need ·to reach your goals, join Edward Jones. And you'll see why we're
ranked No. 1 in FORTUNE® magazine's 2002 and 2003 list of the "100 Best Companies to ·
Work For."
:"'
.we·'re seeking-motivated, sales-ori'ented individuals to become investm.ent representatives
throughou~ Florida.
For more -information, ca·11 1-800-999-5650.
www.jonesopportunity.com

EdwardJoDeS
Serving Individu~ Investors Since i871

>.!.."I

· _ FORTUNE'

100 BEST

COMPANIES8
TO WORK FOR~
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Finfrock
Table 216 (2nd Floor)

FROMPAGE6

Cyberguard Worldwide
Table 201 (2nd Floor)
www.cybergitard.com
Hiring for: Network Security
Software Engineer and Inside _
·Sales ~presentative
Majors recruited: Computer
Science and Engineering .-

.

1

Finish Line·

www.finishline.com
Hiring for: Manager Trainee.
Majors recruited: All majors ·

.

www.dm.mil
Majors recruited: All majors ·

Flight Safety International

Duron Paints and
Wallcoverings

Table 208 (2nd Floor)
www.tlightsafety
academy.com
Majors recruited: All majors

Table 69 (1st Floor)
www.duran.com

Duval County Public Schools

Full Sail

Table 16 (1st Hoot)

Table 229 (2nd Floor)

www.educationcentral.org

www.fuUsail.com
Hiring for: Degree and General
Education Instructors
·
Majors recruited: Digital Media,
Film, Cinema Studies,
Computer Engineering,
Computer Science and All
majors

Ecker:d Drug Corp.

Table 42 (1st Floor) ·
www.eckerd.cbmHiring for: Assistant Store
Managers and Photo Lab
Supervisors _
Majors recruited: All majors

i

.!
i

A. U .D I T I 0 N -s-

Gartner

. Eckerd Youth Alternatives

Table 44 (1st Floor) ·

Table 6 (1st Floor)·

www.gartner.com
www.eckerd.org
Hiring for: Inside Account
Hiriflg for: Counselorfleacher ·
Executive and Group Treatment Manager · Majprs recruited: Business and
Majors recruitec;l: Psychology,
Marketing
Sociology, Criminal Justice, .
Social Work and all Education
Gaylord Palms Resort

MAY 13, 2003
9 AM TO NOON OR 4PM TO 7 PM
Disney's Animal Kingdom® Wardrobe Building

Table 68 (1st Floor)

Edgewater Beach
Resort Management

Hiring for: Varied
Majors recruited: All majors

Table 4 (1st Floor)

Disney® animated character " look-91ikes 11 have the opportunity to fulfill
.

~

Hiring for: Restaurant Supply
Manager, Food and Bevera.g-W
Rooms, Banquet·Manager/ MIS
Majors recruited: All Hospitality

Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Table 11 (1st Floor)
www.enterprise.com
Hiring for: .Sales, Marketing,
and Management Trainee
Majors recruited: All majors

lxcel Alternatives
Table 3 (1st Floor)
www.excelalternatives.com

Express Signs and Graphics
Table 78 (1st Floor)

Federal Bureau of
Investigation

GEICO Direct
Table 31 (1st Floor)
www.geico.com
Hiring for: Supervision
Leadership Program
Majors recruited: All majors

. Hertz Eq~ipment Rental
- Corporatmn
· Table 18 (1st Floor)

·

www.hertzequip.com
Hiring for: Sal~s Coordinator
Majors recruited: All majo!.s

Hewgley & Associates
Table 79 (1st Floor)
Hiring for: Represep.tative
·Majors recruited: Finance
Majors, Management Majors,
a.I]d all Business Majors

Household·Finance Corp.

Table 217 (2nd ·Floor)·

Table 17 (1st floor)

www.fbi.gov
·. Hiring for: Special Agent
:i .

-1

Table.14.(1st floor) ·

Defense Intelligence Agency
Table 9 (1st Floor)

www.finfrock.ec
liiring for: ~ofessional
Development Program and
Manufacttiring Supervisors
Majors recruited: Civil
Engineering

Professional Support .
Majors recruited: Biology,
Chemistry, Accounting, Finance
and all College of Engineering
and Computer Science

www.household.com ·
Hiring for: Account Executive
Majors recruited: Business,
,·Finance, and Marketing_
. PLEASE

SEE PAGE 10

the dreams of millions of people who are 'drawn to the magic and

.

'

mystique of Disney. Wear~ looking for smiling faces to bring to life -

heroes and heroines from classic Disney animated films. Strong
candidates will rese_mble the characters in look, height and personality,
·have a positive ~tt itude and a good speaking voice . Selected ca ndidates
· are also required to perform as costumed characters.

Height Ranges are:
5'0" to 5'2" &5'5" to 6'4" for males.
And 5'0'~ to 6'1" for females.

DIRECTIONS
From 1-4, take exit 65 (Osceola Parkway). Follow the signs

EARN GREAT PAY.

AND llENH'i IS

towards Disney's Animal Kingdom Lodge. Turn left at the stop
light onto Sherberth Road. The Animal Kingdom Wardrobe ._
building is about a quarter of a mile on the left.
From 192, travel west to Sherberth Road, turn right The
Wardrobe Building is about a quarter

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

or apply at 615A Hernd~n_Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.

of a mil~ on the right.

For more information please call the Disney Jobline at 407-828-1000.
EOE • DrawinB Creativity From Diversity • e Disney

A.G. Edwards &Sons, inc.
Advantage Trading Group lncotpC)rated ~., ·
AIG American General
Bank One
Campaign Corps-.AProject of EMILY~ List
Carlton Palms Educational Center
Cendant Mortage
Cintas Corporation
City of Coral Springs Police Department ·
Computer Associates
.
Cox.Radio - K92 FM
CoxTarget Media· ·
Defense Intelligence Agency
Duron Paints and·Wallcoverings
Duval County Public; Schools
Eckerd Drug Corporation ·
Eckerd Youth Alternatives
Enterprise Rent ACar
·
Express Signs & Graphics
Florida Police Corps _
Gartner
Gaylord Palms Resort
GEICO Direct
-Hertz Equipment Rental Corporation
Hewgley & ASsociates
Household Finance Corporation
ICI Paints
James A. H~leyVeteran~ Hospital ·
Kaplan Test Prep
_Kirchman Corporation
Kmart ·
LaAmistad Behavioral Health Services
Life Care Services, LLC ·
Lupfer-Frakes Insurance Company
Massey Services Inc.
Maxim Healthcare Services
Mutual of Omaha
Orange Lake Resort and Country Club
.PFIZER .
Primerica
RJ Reynolds Tqbacc~ Company
SCP Pool Corporation
Sherwin Williams Co. SOuth Dade Rehab, Inc.
Steak NShake
Student Loan Consolidation Group
SunTrust
T. Rowe Price
Target Stores ,.
Tire Kingdo!lnc. ··
T-Mobile
Travelers Pro rty Casualty
Tropical Shipping U.S. Army H~althcare Reauiting
U.S. Army Reauiting
U.S. Customs Services
Universal Orlando
·uSAA Insurance Company
Verizon Wireless
.Walgreens
Wal-Mart Distribution Center
Walt Disney World
Wells Fargo Finanda.1 .
.. ~ · Westem Industries
AFLA~ Winter Park
Bankers Life & Casualty
Bridgestone/ Firestone
Brintech, Inc. _
~

Collier County Sheriff~ Office
Court Services & Offender Supervision
Edgewater Beach Resort Management, Inc.
Excel Alternatives, Inc. ·
Finish Line
·Pulte Homes
Shaw Industries
· Tallahassee Police Deparbnent
U.S. Marine Corps Officer Selection Office
UCF Army ROTC
Xerox Capital Services!LC

.\

200

Engineering &
2nd Floo

208

229

AmeriQuest Mortgage
. Becker Conviser Professional Review
Internal Revenue Service
Moore Stephens Lovelace, P.A.
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Vestal &Wiler, CPAS

209
i

Anny Materiel Command
Crystal Decisions
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Einfrock Full Sail
Kinetics Incorporated
Market Systems, Inc.
Naval Surface Warfare"center
Nels0n Engineering Co.
Ocean Design, Inc
.
U.S.Anny CIVilian Person~el Advisory Center Cyber<iuard Worldwide
Flight Safefy International
IC lntracom USA, Inc.
Jones,.Edmunds,& Associates, Inc.
Midwest Research Institute. ·
MRI Devices Corporation
Optronic Laboratories, Inc.
Plastipak Pad<aging, Inc. _
. Space and Naval Warfare Syste~s {enter

Participating Uniuersities: Florida ft 6 mUniuersity • Florida G~lf- Coast

'Engineering & T
2nd Flcror

Due to deadline issues, not all ·
employers are listed.

'· r
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15

26

38

50
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5

16
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76

6

17

28

40

52

64

77
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65

78
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79
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29

Stairs
-

8

19

30
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9
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33
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Student~

A Consortium of
Florida's State
Universities

IEmployers .
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· 1~GISTRATION

.

,

Dress:for success! ·.
•.Bring ·lo~s of resumes!
-

~

1site: - http:1twww.fiu.edu/~susjobfr/
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ri· a • Florida· Htlantic Uniuersity • -Florida
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Massey Services Inc.

IC lntracom USA, Inc.

Table 45 (1st Floor)
www.masseyservices.com

Table 202 (2nd Floor)
www.icintracom.com
Hiring for: Sales Representative
Majors recruited: Business and
Marketing

10 Paints
Table 55 (1st Floor)
www.ici.com

Hiring for: Manager Trainee
Majors recruited: Business and
Man~ment

Maxim Healthcare Services
Table 61 Ost Floor)
www.rrta:c~alth.com

Hiring for- Management and

Sales.Recruiter
Majors recruited: All majors

Hiring for: Store Manager and
Painter Maintenance Sales
Representative
Majors recruited: Management .
and Marketing

Table 203 (2nd Floor)
www.mriresearch.org

Internal Revenue Service
Table 76 (1st. floor)

Hiring for: Scientist .
Majors recruited: Molecular
Biology and Microbiology

www.irs.gav
Hiring for: Internal Revenue

Midwest Research Institute

Moore Stephens Lovelace, P.A.

Agent and Internal Revenue
Officer
,
Majors recruited: Accounting,
Business and Finance

Table 74 Ost Floor)
www.ms-lavelace.com

James A. Haley Veterans
Hospital
Table 81 (1st Floor)

Mutual of Omaha
Table 56 (1st Floor)

Hiring for: ARNPs and RNs

Majors recruited: Nursing

Jones, Edmunds, &Associates
Table 205 (2nd Floor)
wwwjonesedmunds.com
Hiring for: Staff Engineer

Majors recruited: Civil and
Environmental Engineering

·Kaplan Test Prep
Table 54 (1st Floor)
www.kaptest.com
Hiringfor:Instructors
Majors recruited: All majors

Kinetics, Inc.

m

Table
(2nd floor)
www.kineticsusa.com
Majors recruited: All majors ·

Kirchman Corp.
Table 82 (1st Floor)
www.kirchman.et.mi
Hiring for: Banking and
Technical Positions
Majors recruited: All majors

Kmart
Table 41 (1st Floor) .
ivww.kmart.com
Hiring for: Assistant Manager
and Loss Prevention Manager
Majors recruited: Business,
Llberal Stµ.dies and All majors

laAmistad Behavioral
Health Services
Table 53 (1st Floor)
_
www.lami'>tad.com
-Hiring for: Psychiatric

Assistants, RN, Case manager, .
and Additi<;mal Counselors
Majors recruited: Psychology,
Nursing.and Social Wi rk

. Life Care Services, llC
·Taole 60 (1st Floor)
·www.lcsnet.com
Hiring for: Administrator in
T!1lining

. ,Majors recruited: All Health and

11:!\llic Affairs

lnpfer-Frakes ·
Insurance Company
. Table 66 (1st Floor)

www.lupfer-frakes.com

Hiring for: Business Insurance

Sales Person and Benefits and
F'imm.cial Services Sales Person
Majors recruited: Accounting,
Business ~d Marketing

Market Systems, Inc.
·Table 215 (2nd Floor)
www.marketsystems.com.
Hiring for: Database Analyst/

Developer
Majors recruited: Business and
Computer Science ·

It takes dedicated, hard-working people like you to work with us in. our quest to provide the clearest wireless service in
the industry. That's why we provide you with some of the best benefits. And the best part is, they begin the same day you
do. We also offer outstanding_career potential and an environment that recognizes your accomplishments and encourages
your ideas.

Hiring for: Staff Arilluntant
Majors recruited: Accounting

• Retail Stor~ Management
• Retail Sales Representatives
• Retail Customer Service Representatives
·• Business Ac·count Executives

Hiring for: Sales Agents

Majors recruited: All majors

Naval Surface Warfare
· Center-Dahlgren division

• Inside Sales Representatives
• Indirect Account Managers
• Network Engineers

Please visit us at the Statewide Job Fair on May 8th at the UCF Arena. ·

Table 219 (2nd Floor)
www.nswc.navy.mil
Hiring for: Check Web site under
recruiting
Majors recrui~ Math, Physics, .
Aerospace Engineering,
Computer Engineering,
Computer Science, Electric8.I
Engineering and Mechanical

If unable to attend, please submit your resume online at:

verizonwireless.com/careers
At Verizon Wireless, when you talk, we listen.

I

Engin~ring

Nelson Engineering Co.
Table 210 (2nd Floor)
www.nel,sanengrco.com

~wifeless

.
.

'

The value begins with you ... Join in.

verizonwireless.com/careers
We are an equal opportunity employer, m/f/d/v.

Majors recruited: Engineering
and Computer Science

Northwestern Mutual Financial
Network
- T~ble 71 (1st Floor)
www.northwestern
mutual.com
Hiring for: Financial

Representative
Majors recruited: All majors

·Ocean Design
Table lli (2nd Floor)

1DI

www.ocearuiesign.net
Hiring for: Project Engineer, CAD

Designer, and Fiber Optics
Engineer
Majors recruited: Mechanical
Engineering

Optronic Laboratories, Inc.
Table 207 (2nd Floor)
www.olinet.cani

•

Hiring for: Software Engineer

Majors recruited: Computer
Engineering and Computer
Science

Orange lake Resort
and Country·Oub
Table 29 Ost Floor)

wivw.orangelnke.com
Hiring for: MOD, Front. Desk
· Manager, Fbod & Beverage,' and
CustOmer Service
Majors recruited: Business and
Hospitality Management

Pfizer
. Table·50 Ost Floor)
Hiring for; Healthcare
Rep~sentative

· Majors recruited: All majors

Plastipak Packing Inc.
Table 221 (2nd Floor)
- www.plastipak.com
Hiring for: Maintenance
~hniciari and Process
Technician
Majors ·recruited: Electrical
Engineering, Microelectronics,
Electrical Engineering
PLEASE SEE PA4E 12

·,

Think about it - great benefits, awesome people, a
relaxed environment an~ some very cool compensation.
Bank One has awesome opportunities. There's lots of ways
to grow with the leader in Visa and MasterCard. So come meet
some people who know a few things about great ;obs - Bank .One.
-

Sales and Service Advisors

· Do you have the ability to influence people?
· Do you strive for success an.d have a strong.sales drive?

Collecti~ns Representatives

·.

Do you like to persuade other.s with your: strong communication skills?
Does the pos~ibility of bonus pay help y~u overcome objections?
· The above opportuniti_es .our now available with Bank One (formerly First USA) in Lake Mary. We offer: ·

Over $9 .65 per"'hour
Lucrative monthly incentives
10%. or 15% shih differential for midday or evening shih - One weekend day per week required Tuition Reimburs.ement - Flex Schedule - Paid Training.
Ifs a no-brainer. St~rt your career off with ·a friendly team.
One, please visit our booth #43.
· .

To learn

more about

opport~nities

with

Ba~nk

_·

IF unable to visit our bo-0th, please stop by our building as ·soon as possible (600 Business Center Drive in
Lake Mary) betwee11-the hours of 8 -am and 5 pm, M. T, W, Th, (CLOSED FRIDAY) or call (407) 771-0-969 for
an eveniog appointment. The recruitment process will last appro.ximately 3 hours.
Directions: From 1-4, take Lake Mary/Heathrow exit, go west on Lake Mary Blvd., then turn right on·
lntern~tional Parkway. Continue on to the 2nd First USA bui.lding located on the left past AAA. EEO/AAP/MFDV.

....................... •,•·...... .............. ...
~

~- .•

BANKSONE®
Formerly First USA
(407) 771-A JOB

).

J

i.
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Technology, Comuter Systems,
Wireless Communications,
Industrial Engineering and
Mechamcal Engineering.

Primerica Financial Services
Table 25 (1st Floor)
Hiring for: Various

Majors :recruited: Marketing

Pulte Homes
Table 12- (1st Floor)
www.pulte.com
Hiring for: Assistant

Superintendent and Custorrier
Service Representative
Majors recruited: All majors

RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company
Table 84 (1st Floor)
www.rjrt.com.
Hiring for: Entry Level Sales

Everything you want to do these days costs money. We can help. We're looking for
part-time Cooks, Dishwashers, Hosts, Servers, Cashiers/Retail Sales and Night
Janitorial who are available to wor.k w,eekend hours. You'll get to work with great
pe~ple, and be able to take adv<1ntage of:
• Up to 3 raises in your first year
• Paid vacation
• Advance~ent opportunities

• Flexible scheduling
_•A 401 (k). savings plan

Representative
·
·,Majors recruited: All majors

Interviewing Monday - Friday 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

,SCP Pool Corporation
Table 30 (1st Floor)

Stop by: 6699 S. Semoran Blvd., Airport
Off Semoran Blvd. (Sr 436] & Butler National Dr.
Or Call: (407] 240-0103

.www.seppool.com

Majors recruited: Business and
Manageme~t

NOW HIRING
Servers • Host Staff• Cooks
Bussers • Dish Washers
Apply in person Mon-Sat, from 9am-7pm
Radisson University Hotel Orlando
. 1724 Alafaya Trail • On the corner of Colonial &Alafaya .
. ·_. Ph: (407) 282-0873

WWJN"crackerbarrel.co.m.

- :Hiring for: Manager Trainee

this summer! CPK, with 110+ locations nationwide, is a leaaer in
full-service dining with a menu that features hearth baked pizzas,
. creative pastas, delicious desserts and much more!
·
CPK team members enjoy:
Flexible Schedules; Great Par.; Excellent
Training; Immediate Health Benefits.

~·

Also hiring at our Florida Mall location.
Please call, (407) 854-5741.

0

Old Country Store

Shaw Industries
'Table 59 (1st Floor)

-Where the best do better.

www.shawinc.com
Hiring for: Territory Sales'
Manager
Majors recruited: All majors

Sherwin-Williams
Table 33 (1st Floor)
www.sherwinwillwms.com
Hiring for: Management Trainee
Majors recruited: Business and
Marketing
·

South Dade Rehab, Inc.
Table 65 (1st Floor)
Hiring for: Physical,
Occupations and Speech
Therapies
Majors recruited: $peech
Edu~tion

Space and Naval Warfare
Systems Center ·
Table 200 (1.st Floor)
www.chas.S']Jawar.navy.mil
Hiring for: Electrical Engineer,
Comput_er Engineer and
Computer Science
Majors recruited: All
Engineering and Computer
Science, Civil Engineering,
Computer Science, Electrical
Engineering

Steak NShake, Inc.
Table 10 Ost Floor)
www.sf,eaknshnlce.com
Hiring fer: Managers in Training

l\4ajors recruited: All majors

Student Loan
·
Consolidation G~L
Table 85 Ost Floor) ·
www.justaneloan.
Hiring for: Customer Service

and Field·Representative ·
Majors recruited: All Arts and
- Sciences and All Business

SunTrust
Table 5 (1st Floor)
www;suntrust.com ·
Hiring for: Commercial

Loan
Originators- Branch Managers,
and·Business banking ·
Relationship Managers
Majors recruited: All majors, .
.Accounting and Finance
As_sociate-Mort~,

.~

.,1.

T. Rowe Price
Table 32 (1st Floor)
www.frowepri.ee
careers.com
Hiring for: Service Associate -

Majors recrllited: Business and
Finance
PLEASE SEE PAGE
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Ever .thought of being an
·A irline Pilot?
-

'

Come see what we mean by
".h igher education" and
·- di_s cover the _po·s sibiHties at

·39,00.Q feet
FROM PAGE
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. Tallahassee Police Department
Table 47 Ost Floor)
www.talgov.com
Hiring for: Police Officer and
Public Safety Communications

Operator
Majors recruited: All majors

Target Stores
·
; Table 58 Ost-Floor) · "
www.target.com

tor:

U.S. Marine f.orps
Officer Selection Office

Table i4 Ost Floor) ·
www.osoormndo.com
Hiring for: Basic officers,
· Aviation guaranteed officers,
and Judge Advocate
Majors recruited: All majors

· · 00 Anny ROTC .
'Table 35 Ost Roor)
Hiring for: Military Officers
Majors recruited: All majors ·

Executive team
leader,
'18.rget Store Intern, and Asset
Protection, Tham Leader
Majors recruited: All majors

Table 70 (1st Floor)
www.universal
armndojobs.com

nre Kingdom

Hiring for: Various
Majors recruited: All majors

Hiring

Table 7·crst Floor)
www.tirekingdmn.com

Universal Orlando

FlightSafety ·A cademy"Instructor Pilots
and Representatives will be in
attendance at the
2003 Florida Statewide Career Fair

May- sth I 2003
Fl~y.
idllJU181itwlll

USAA Insurance f.ompany

Hiring for: Store Manager, Sales, Table 64 (1st Floor)
· Mechanics, and Technicians
. www.usaa.com
Majors recruited: All majors
Hiring for: Member ~rviee
ASsociate and Claims
T-Mobil
Representative
Table 83 Ost Floor)
Majors recruited: All majors

.www.t-rnobil.com

,:mong for: Retail Sales
Representative
Majors recruited: All majors

Travelers
Table 21 (1st Floor) www.travelers.com.
Hiringfor:Clairns
Representative Trainee,
UndeIWI'iter Assistant, and
Financial Analyst

Majors recruited: Accounting,
Business and Finance

Tropical Shipping
Table 86 (1st Floor)
WWW.tropical.com
Hiring for: Manager Trainee
Majors recruited: Accounting,
Business, Fillance and .
Management majors.

U.S. Anny Gvilian
Personnel Advisory Center
Table 227 (2nd ·Floor)
www.wsmr.army.mil
Hiring for: Science and

:Engineering Disciplines
Majors recruited: All Arts and
Sciences and all Engineering
and Computer Science

U.S. Anny Healthcare
Recruiting .
Table 37 (1st Floor)
www.goarmy.com/job/
amedd .

Verizon Wireless

. Table s·(1st Floor)
www.verizonwireless.com .
Hiring for: Retail, Business
Sales and Inside Sales
Representative
Majors recruited: All majors

Vestal & Wiler, CPAS
Table 72 (1st Floor)
www.vestal-wiler.com
Hiring for: Tax and Audit
Departments
Majors recruited: Accounting

Walgreens
Table 22 (1st Floor)
www.walgreens.com/
careers

U.S. Anny Recruiting
Hiring for: Thousands of i)osi-

tions
.
Majors recruited: All majors

U.S. Customs Services
Table 19 (1st Floor)
Hiring for: Customs Inspectors

and Canine Enforcement
Officers
Majors recruited: All majors

'

-

Hiring for: Retail management Majors recruited: An Business

Wal-Mart Distribution~ Center
Table 80 (1st Floor)
www.wal.J/1W,rt.com
Hiring .for: Area Manager
Majors recruited: All majors

Walt Disney World
Table 46 (1st Floor)
www.wdwcareers.com
Hiringfor:Various
Majors recruited: All majors

Wells Fargo Financial

LSAT: Classes begin Sunday, July 13, 2003
GMAT: Classes begin Monday, June 2, 2003
GAE: Classes begin Tuesday, May 13, 2003
MCAT: Classes begin Sunday, June 1, 2003
DAT: _Classes beginJNednesday, June 4, 2003

Table 40 (1st ·Floor)
www.wellsfargo
financial.com

Hiring for: Healthcare
Majors recruited: All Health and Hiring for: Manager Trainee
Public Affairs
· Majors recruited: All Business

Table 15 (1st Floor)
www.goarmy.com

Classes
starting soon!

Call or_visit us online today t~ enroll.

Western Industries
Table .38 (1st Floor)
www.westernpest.com
Hiring for: Commer~ial Sales
and Customer Service
Major§ recruited: All Business
~ Dueto deadline issues, not all
employers are listed.

KAPLAN'
1··800 -KAP-TEST
kaptest.conl
•!est names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

14 •Employment
the programs and services offered by the

www.crc.ucf.edu

·career resource
center offers aid ·
for job seekers

The Career Resource Center Web site is
your passport to a world of on-line career and
job search resources. Simply point your web
browser to www.crc.ucf.edu to check on the latest
job fair information. sign-up for a career
planning mini-class, or link to a variety of
nationwide job bank web sites and search
engines.
The Web site also includes information on

CRC.

.

UCF students and alumni up to
one semester after graduation can access
the GOLD Connection free of ch~rge. The
GOLD Connection allows registration of
a personal profile and posting of your
resume so you may participate in oncampus intervie~s. view job postings,

Library also contains a video
Career planning workshops resource section. Many compaare designed to help students get nies provide videos as I:!- way to
a head start in making the right familiarize potential employees
career choices and to provide with the history of their organiza· valuable information, skills train- tions, trairling programs, benefits
ing and resources to. enhance packages, etc. This section also
· ·career development. Several of includes a series of tapes on top· these 50-minute courses are ics such as job search strategies,
offered throughout each semes- writing res~es, interviewing ·
ter and ar.e free to UCF students skills and negotiating salaries to
and alumni. A monthly schedule help students with various
and sign-up sheet are provided at aspects of the employment
· the Student Services Counter in process.
the CRC and can also be
accessed through the CRC web Job data bank
The Career Resource
site at wWw.crc.ucf.edu.
.
Center
receives tens of thouThe folloWing courses are
offered: Orientation to CRC sands of job advertisements each
: Services, Resume, Interviewing year from employers through the
Techniques, Job Search Strategy mail and by fax. These listings
and Federal Employment.

Career planning workshops

. Caree.r advising by

Career advising

.Career ·Advisors are avail- appomtment
able by appointment to provide Major/Career options
specific information and advice Career-related questions
on · major/career connections, Career planning
resume and cover letter critiques, Resume/Cover letter critique
mock interviews, choosing and Mock interview
targeting employers, job search
strategies and other career-relat- On-campus recruitment
ed issues. Appointments generand iob postings
ally last 45 minutes and may be GOLD Connection
scheduled through the Student On-campus interviewing
Services Counter in the CRC. It is Resume referral service
recommended t-o attend the related workshop before ~aking an Career information. ·
appointment.
~ ·
Career information library
For issues that require Career reference books
immediate assistance that can be NACE Job Choices annuals
handled without an appointment,
Free career-related publications
a C.O.D., or "Counselor on Duty" ·
.is on-hand to meet with students Career planning workshops
on a ''walk~in" basis. These ses- GOLD Connection
.
sions typically last ·only 10 - 15 · Career exploration
minutes and are intended for Choosing/changing your major
qui~ resume critiques or quesResume/cover letter
tions regarding the G.OL.D. sys- Interview techniques
. tern, etc. Please contact the CRC Federal Government job search strategy
(407-823-2361) to confirm the
availability_ of the "C.O.D.", as ·
there are times when this service
is not accessibl~ due to special are categorired by occupational
·events or other ·outreach activi- area and p0sted for two weeks in
ties. The CRC's career advising the Career Information Library.
Occupational categories for
services are available only _to
full-time
opportunities include:
UCF students and alumni. . · ·
Business
&
Industry, City, County,
'Students who are unsure as
to the types of careers best suited State, 'Federal Government,
·for their personalities -and skills Education, International, Health
should visit the Counseling & Care, Media, Hospitality and othSeparate sections for
Tusting Center. Career counsel- - ers.
ing and assessment
available Internships, Part-time jobs and
·by appointment to · rently Summer jobs are also included.
Each listing contains the employenrolled UCF students.
er's contact information. The Job
Data Bapk is av3.ilable during the
Career information library
The Career Information CRC's normal business hours. ·
Library in the Career Resource
Center offers ·a variety of Go for the G.01.D. with
. resources to assjst students with the Grads On-Une
UCF students and_alumni up
career planning and job search
. ·activities. The "Business and to one semester after graduation
Industry" section cont8.ins infor- · can access the Grads On-Line
mation and promotional litera- Database free of charge to registure from I,Uore thari 650 compa- ter for on-campus recruitment
nies. This includes companies and resume referrals. Using the
currently interviewing on-cam- G.O.L.D. ~tern, you can post
pus as well as other organi.za-· your resume for use by employtions, both local and national, ers, view current job listings, ·
which recruit frequently. Other track your resume referral lrlstcr
sections provide infQrmation on ry·and even schedule on-carripus ·
City, County, State and Federal interviews from anywhere you
Government agencies as well as have internet access! 'Th register,
various school districts through- visit the CRC Web site and select ·
out ·Florida . and the United G.0.L.D. Student Login or Alumni
States. In addition, students L<>gin. Alumni more than one
semest~r after graduation may
interested in furthering their
cation can find information in access the system for a nominal
graduate, law and professional fee; please visit our Web site for a
current fee schedule.
school programs:
-(()(JRTID' IJU lRC
.The Career Informatioii

edu-

. 6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819

Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
is accepting applications
for the following entry-level jobs:

Front Gate
Rid_
e Operator
Lifeguafd
'Apply 1n person or call"our .job hotline at

407~248-1600

.Find Your Future·~ .•.:.
_NoW Hiring at Wells Eargo-Fil'.lancial
)

As~

Credit Manager, you will ...

_Enjoy _a salaried position with .a_Famine 100 Company _
• Have performance and ~alary reviews at least every 3 months
• Complete a comprehensive training program ,
. · ·.
Learn cre~t -investigatio~ loan interviewing, -sales and collection .techniques . . _:: ·
~ , Expect to qualify for promotion to Assistant and Store Manager
,-

•
> •

•
•
•

Holidays -~d vac~ti~ns - vacation is based on length of service. Full-time team members recei~e a mini1!1um of nine·paid holidays each
year:
Thrift and-profit.sharing - contributions.up to 6%' of your salary receive an emplOyer match of up to $2.50 for each dollar you·contributed.
.
·
Stock_plans ~ purchase Wells Fargo stock directly from your earnings with no fees.
You are also eligible for employee stock option$ as they.are granted.
Tuition reimbursement- 'if you choose to continue your education we will help-with the cost
ream "member referral - receive $500 and one day. of vacation for each person
that you refer who is hired
'Savings plati'- eain 12% on balances up to $10,000
.

To find out more about the management-trainjng program,-visit our website at wellsfargofinancial.coln or contact:

Stuatt Goldberg, Branch Manager'@ 7800 S. Hwy 17-92, S~e. 142, Fern Park, FL 32730 · 407/331-4900 or 407/831-3360f ax
_....... _ ~:

..-::

.

Disney. Where
Imagina tion Works.

-

-

_We know what you're thin king. You want a job that challenges, rewards, and - more .than anything - makes you smile. At
the Walt Disney World® Resort, Cast Members are e li gib le to rece ive goqd benefits that may include health, ·dental and
Th~me Park c;:idmissi?n. So call the Walt Disney Wo.rld® Jobline 9t 407-8 2 8-1000 today, and di; cover d job that truly inspire s.

'

.

G~t offto a brilliant start after graduation by·

joining a respected company that offers excellent
growth possibilities, exciting
challenges, strong .training and great earning
potential. No wonder Cendant Mortgage was
recently named one ofthe 25 "Companies that Care" by Jacksonville Maga~ine.
\.

Congratulations! Your new degree is a sign of your

hard work and motivation - two traits that can lead to a
successful career with Cendant Mortgage!

Mortgage Counselor Trainees
1st Year Potential to Earn $35K+
Ideal for people with excellent communic~tion skills and the
ability to prioritize work in a high volume, fast-paced call center
environment. Help guide customers through the entire mortgage
. process. BA/BS or 4-5 years professional customer service
experience required.

Sales Consultant Trainees
1st Year Potential to Earn $45K+
Ideal for people who have excellent communication skills and a
strong desire to excel. Market mortgage products to customers
and rec;ommend programs that best meet their needs in a fast. paced, ihigh volu~e call center environment. All leads provided,
no cold calls. BA/BS o~ successful sales history required.

We provide competitive salaries in acasual, friendly environment.
In addition, we offer:
l

Comprehensive
paid training
program
• Outstanding
benents/perks,
including 401 (k)
and tuition
reimbursement ·
Let your next step lead you·to a
career with us. Submit your resume at
www.cmjobs.com. Please_reference
code CMG/UCF when sending your _.
, resume. Resumes without codes will _:
not be considered.

CENDANT
Mortgage
•

I.

Cendant Mortgage values diversity. We are an equal opportunity employer.

.

~
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